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THK ROUGH RIDERS
By ROYAL A. PRENTICE

Personalities
SHORT synopsis of my personal history will be on an
average the story of each man in Troop E. 1 My parents
moved from New York State and arrived in Las Vegas, New
Mexico, in the early part of the year 1879, before the railroad had reached that point; the latter part of the trip was
made by buckboard drawn by a pair of . . mules. Our home
remained in Las Vegas, but my father bought a ranch near
the junction of the Tecolote and Pecos Rivers and some of
my earliest recollections are of my mother riding "Side
Saddle" with long flowing skirts as she accompanied my
father on various horseback journeys throughout the district. Mother was an expert horsewoman, but it is still a
mystery to me how anyone could keep a seat upon a pitching
horse, riding side saddle. During the winters I attended
school in Las Vegas, but late spring, summer and early fall
was spent upon the ranch.
In those days, as now, cattle raising was the principal
industry of the Territory, seconded by many residents of
the settlements who busied themselves in the art of relieving
the cowmen of their surplus cash by means of games of
chance of every description. Everyone kept horses and they
were used in the same manner that autos are kept today for

A

1. The narrative pertains strictly to happenings in Troop E, Captain Fritz
Muller, commanding. We were kept so busy with troop duties that. we had no opportunity to visit, or become acquainted with members of the other Troops of the Regiment, much as we would like to have mingled with them.
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running errands and in attending to one's daily business.
Everyone carried, or was supposed to have on his person,
a six shooter, derringer, pepperbox, or with some a bowie
knife. When traveling, a saddle gun, or carbine, was carried
under the skirts of the saddle. Life in the communities was
a mixture of gay hilarity mixed with stark tragedy.
When New Mexico was a part of Old Mexico, the Government of Mexico made grants of land to many of its citizens provided they would move to New Mexico and establish
colonies. Later these grants were confirmed by a United
States Court of Claims, but at that time eastern interests
had entered the Territory, bought up titles to these grants
and later had them confirmed for an acreage many times
greater than that intended by the Mexican Government.
In the early 1890's the owners of these grants began court
proceedings to dispossess the settlers on the grants with
resulting bitterness and ill-feeling followed by the cutting
of fences, stealing cattle and other depredations by groups
· wearing white hoods similar to present day Ku-Kluxers;
these groups were so powerful that the regular officers of
the law were unable to cope with them, and the "WhitE;l
Caps" gradually deteriorated into gangs of outlaws engaged
in thievery and murder.
·
To partially meet the situation a company of the National Guard was organized in Las Vegas as Company I,
otherwise known as the "Otero Guards" in honor of Miguel
A. Otero, a Las Vegas boy, then Governor of New Mexico.
T,hese men, acting as guardsmen and as individual members
of posses, became active in breaking up and exterminating
the members of the gangs and by 1897 they were entirely
destroyed so that the gangs were no longer a menace to the
community, but in the process the members of the Guard
unit became highly skilled in methods of "Indian Warfare"
and were quite accustomed to hear rifle bullets whistling
by them, luckily but few such bullets found their mark. The
Company was made up of men native to New Mexico of
Spanish descent together with Anglos who had moved into
the Territory from the East, all of whom were equally at
home speaking either Spanish or English; they were experts
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in the use of firearms ; they firmly believed they could ride
anything that walked, and with their slickers and saddle
blankets in which were rolled little bags of flour, bacon and
coffee, with a lariat fastened to the -saddle horn, they could
get along anywhere in the open, provided they had a horse
to ride; on foot, with their high-heeled boots, they were
practically helpless.
As the Cuban Revolution gathered speed, culminating
in the· blowing up of the Maine, popular demand throughout
the country for intervention increased and the members of
Company I felt certain they would be called into service;
they put in more time at drills and in making long marche~
in preparation for such hoped for service, but it soon became
apparent that it would be a long time before units from New
Mexico would be called, as the more populous eastern States
with their organizations with many years' experience would
be first enlisted.

The Organization of Troop E
One afternoon in the early spring of 1898 one of my
friends who afterwards became my bunky, Sergeant Hugh
B. Wright, came to see me with the news that the then
Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Theodore Roosevelt, was
organizing a regiment to be made up of men from the
Southwest; men who could ride, were familiar with the use
of firearms, and who could care for themselves with only
their horse, slicker and sadQle blankets, and the press dispatch which he showed me contained a promise that the
men who enlisted in this organization would see fighting,
and that it would be a regiment of cavalry. Within two
ho,urs after the receipt of the message a group left Las
Vegas bound for Santa Fe which had been designated as the
place for assembly.
At Santa Fe we were assigned quarters in one of the
barrack buildings of Old Fort Marcy which had long since
been abandoned. The room was completely devoid of furniture, but we obtained a blanket apiece from the National
Guard Company of Santa Fe and as for meals, we got them
when and where they happened to be available. In a few days
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we were joined by men from Clayton, Cerrillos, and other
scattered communities so that the complement of our Troop
was soon completed. We held a meeting of the men and decided to join the men from Santa Fe; we then elected Fritz
Muller, formerly a member of the Sixth Cavalry and later
Captain of the Santa Fe Company of the New Mexico N ationa! Guard, as the Captain of Troop E, and we never had
cause to regret our choice for he was in every way qualified
for leadership, and no better soldier or finer gentleman
ever lived than Captain Muller. -Requiescat en Pacem.
From some unknown source we were issued the old style
blue uniforms worn by the army, together with the type
of caps worn by the soldiers of the Civil War, but the uniforms were trimmed with the white of the Infantry which
we soon changed to the Cavalry Yellow from some bolts of
cloth found upon the shelves of one of the stores. Shoes were
a problem as nearly all of the men wore high-heeled cowboy
boots which were entirely unsuitable for walking and nearly
impossible for dismounted drill. It was ludicrous to watch
some of the troopers, while drilling, attempt to change step;
some of the older men never did learn the trick.
All of us were busy during the day and far into the
night at various tasks which we deemed to be of importance;
Troops F, G, and H came in and were quartered in barracks
adjoining ours, causing immediately heated discussions as
to the relative capabilities of the various officers, their
Troops, and the individual members ; the arguments many
times resulted in fist fights, to the great enjoyment of the
onlookers, but such skirmishes only resulted in welding the
squadron into a closer and better organization, tempered
with mutual respect. One rule was agreed upon by all; the
use of a certain phrase indicating some relationship between
a trooper and a member. of the canine family constituted
fighting words, and to this day when I hear the phrase used
I immediately look for the resulting fight. All in all, t,he
troopers were well behaved; everyone was trying to conform to regulations and become a good soldier, and the very
few who failed to enter into the spirit pervading the camp
were quietly dropped.
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One day word was brought that Governor Otero wished
to see me; I called upon the Governor and was told that he
intended to give me a commission, but it would have to be
in a troop other than Troop E ; I beg_ged off and asked to
be permitted to go with the other boys in Troop E as a noncom. Fate is peculiar, had I accepted the commission I would
have been attached to one of the Troops that were left be'hind to take care of the horses and would neverhave gott~n
to Cuba.
Finally word came that we were to be sworn into the
service of the Government of the United States. It was a
solemn moment for all; many attended at the Cathedral,
others attempted to furbish up their equipment, others just
stood around talking excitedly until we were formed in line
on the Plaza in front of the Old Governor's Palace, (A fitting
setting for the ceremony) where the oath was administered
and we became the Second Squadron of the First Cavalry,
United States Volunteers, and from that time we attempted
to conform to Army Regulations.
One of the hardest lessons we had to learn was that of
unquestioning obedience to an order; it was so easy to ask
"why," and then enter into a discussion as to the necessity
of carrying out the mandate of the order, or to point out
the benefits to be derived from putting off its execution
until tomorrow, the latter in particular as we had been
raised in the "Land of Manana," but we soon overcame this
trait and the phrase "Its an Order," settled all argument.
Captain Muller early impressed upon us the fact that when
he issued an order he considered the matter as settled and
the order carried out.

Assembling the Squadrons
After being sworn into the service we entrained for San
Antonio, Texas, which had been designated as the mobilization point; the trip was practically without incident, other
than being rather monotonous. Most of us were unfamiliar
with the cotton industry, although we had read and heard
of many -incidents connected with cotton raising, so that
the cotton fields, cotton gins, cotton compresses, and the
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storing of baled cotton along the way became a subject of
interest. I recall one incident of the trip; upon arrival at
Gainesville, Texas, one morning we found the station platform crowded with young ladies wearing sunbonnets and
busily engaged in serving hot coffee; never before or since
have I seen a group of girls that could compare with those
girls with their fresh beauty and laughing eyes all framed
by the becoming sunbonnets. We all wanted to arrange for
round trip tickets back to Gainesville! When our blue uniforms were issued to us at Santa Fe it was impressed upon
us that the brass buttons on them were valued at fifty cents
each and that we would be held responsible for their remaining on the coats until they were turned in. In those days the
girls used such buttons to be made up into hat pins, certainly they were lethal weapons, but when we pulled out of
Gainesville there wasn't a brass button in the entire
squadron; however, horseshoe nails make fine substitutes.
Upon arrival at San Antonio, Texas, we detrained at
Riverside Park, a former race track and fair ground located about five miles from downtown San Antonio, and
were there given quarters upon the floor of the Pavilion.
Since we were tired from the train trip we turned in early
and soon everything was quiet and peaceful, but not for
long as I was awakened with a start to find a shoe that
someone had thrown wrapped around my head; having no
immediate use for the shoe, I threw it back to the owner,
but in the darkness aiming was bad for it struck and aroused
another sleeper and very soon the pavilion was a pandemonium of flying shoes, and everything else that could be
thrown, so that we all broke for the open and spent the rest
of the night in the open. The next day the boys from Arizona
claimed to have won the first skirmish as they stayed in the
pavilion, nevertheless, we moved and found quarters upon
the benches of the grandstand where we remained for the
rest of our stay in reasonable peace and quiet. Some of the
troops got hold of shelter tents and pitched them in front
of the pavilion; but they must have been uncomfortable as
it was hot and the grounds were very dusty;
Guards were stationed along the fence surrounding the
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grounds, but we managed to so loosen a board that it would
swing aside and permit ~passage, and after th~ day's work
was done there would be hardly a man left in camp, as
each troop had its own gateway. At roll call one or two of the
boys would· answer to each name and then report made
to the officer of the day "All present and accounted for,"
but there is little doubt that he placed much reliance upon
our veracity. By watching the man on guard there was little
trouble in getting out through the hole in the fence, but it
was a different story when returning. Troop E had a program that solved the difficulty; during the day word would
be passed that a certain platoon would be excused that night,
the only requirement being that all must be at the hole
by midnight. At midnight Captain Muller would walk along
the guard lines and engage the guard in conversation. together with a detailed explanation of the duties of the
guard· and the proper method of walking a beat; in the
meantime shadowy figures eased through the hole and rolled
out upon the parade ground. In a very few days economic
conditions made the hole useless; cab drivers charged five
dollars for the trip to town where gambling was wide open·
. and in no time the Troop was cleaned out of cash.
The water at the Park came from artesian wells; it was
warm and insipid while outside was a beer stand with ice
cold beer and how we longed for just one bottle after drilling
in the hot sun. One day when we had marched seemingly for
hours over dusty roads and through dense thickets in the
blazing heat, Colonel Roosevelt directed the proprietor of
one of the beer stands to give the men what they wanted;
nectar never tasted as good as that beer, but at no time
did I ever see such courtesies abused.
At another time we were invited to attend a band concert
at a pavilion near the Park; toward the close of the program the band played a selection called "Custer's Last
Charge," during which members of the band fired several
shots. This must have stirred memories in the mind of some
trooper in the audience, for he blazed away and shot out
one of the electric lights; immediately every light became a
target and in no time at all' all the lights were shot out--the
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· band scrambled from the stage, women screamed and we
ducked and drifted back to quarters like little boys who had
been caught in the jam closet. The next day the San Antonio
Light carried a blistering editorial regarding the occurrence,
and I believe they were the first to call us "Rough Riders,"
nor did they mean it as an honorable designation.
I recall another incident while at drill in column of fours,
I was at the head of the column and Captain Muller was
nearby, at the side, and the column was 'headed straight
for a railroad cut about twenty feet deep with a railroad
track at the bottom; as we approached the brink I had
visions of men and horses piled in an inextricable mass upon
the track at the bottom. We kept listening for the trumpet to
direct a turn, but none came and I could see that Captain
Muller didn't like the prospect any better than did we, but
over we went, the men freeing their feet from their stirrups
as the horses slid down the wall; luckily the horses landed
on their feet and during the moment's hesitation of the men.
at the top the men below were able to move out of the
way so there were no resulting casualties. Of. course, it
was an oversight on someone's part in failing to give the
proper command; nevertheless, it was a lesson in obedience
to orders that was well learned and thereafter became
invaluable.
The horses that were given to us were mostly unbroken
range horses, with a sprinkling of outlaws, but to us from
the short grass country they were welcomed like long lost
friends. Our Troop were given white-faced sorrels; the one
I drew was a big rangy outlaw with a bad eye and badly
locoed; however, we got along famously together and he
really seemed glad to see me again when our horses were
returned to us upon our arrival at Camp Wikoff, Montauk
Point, Long Island. After getting our horses it was a sight
for sore eyes to witness our first attempts to form a line
while mounted; the horses hadn't the slightest idea of what
was wanted of them: some of the horses seemed to think we
were getting ready for a race while ·others considered it a
free-for-all and proceeded to pitch, bite; strike and kick at
everything near them: In a comparatively short time we had
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the horses gentled so that they would quiet down after a
half hour's tussle in the morning.
Our first drill consisted in forming a line in extended
order leaving about three feet between each horse in order
to keep the_m quiet, and after hours of work we· finally obtained the semblance of a line and the order was given to
march. At that time one of the men considered such an
auspicious occasion should be celebrated and yanked his six
shooter and fired into the ground at the side of his horse
with the immediately resulting celebration turning into a
howling success; every horse in the line decided to go elsewhere without delay. There was a creek with banks about
six feet high at the far end of the parade ground and many
of the horses made a bee line for this creek 'and into it with
their riders from which they came out wet and bedraggled,
the men with blood in their eyes and guns in hand demanding that they be shown the trooper who fired the shot. Needless to say he remains unknown to this day.
One day word was passed around that we were to have
a grand review and inspection by a high regular Army
officer, so everyone got busy polishing equipment, shining
brass trimmings and getting clothing neat and clean, so that
when the time came for us to pass the reviewing stand we
felt that we were making a splendid. showing; this must
have been true because the reviewing officer stated that he
had never witnessed a worse demonstration.
We had considerable difficulty in getting used to the
McClellan saddles used by the Army as they were not intended to be used for breaking broncs, but later we found
them very comfortable . and well adapted for the use for
which they were intended; the same held true for the Army
shoes, they looked rough and clumsy, but later it developed
that they were th~ most comfortable shoes we had ever
worn. We were equipped with long cavalry sabers, but
.drilled with them very seldom and never became accustomed
to their use; during drill when mounted we did not draw
them as we were likely to hurt ourselves, and when dismounted they would swing around between our legs, tripping
us into a nasty fall. Upon arrival in Cuba we discarded them
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and equipped ourselves with machetes taken from the
Spaniards as we found them on the battlefields; the machetes
were very practical. At San Antonio, Sunday afternoons
were devoted to the reading of the Articles of War to the
Regiment while the men were drawn up in formation and
standing at attention; the reading took about two hours and
it was a real penance as no one knew or cared what the
Articles were about, and the sun was blistering hot!
Finally, if memory serves, about the Ninth of May, 1898,
we were directed to entrain for Tampa, Florida. I was in
charge of the train carrying the horses and equipment of
E Troop and it turned out to be one of the pleasantest experiences of the campaign. At the end of each day's run we
stopped at stockyards where the horses were unloaded, fed
and watered by the railway employees who gave us the use
of a switch engine to take the men into town for the evening.
One night we unloaded at Algiers, Louisiana, and crossed the
Mississippi River to New Orleans for the evening; I felt
sure the men would not get back in time to leave next
morning, but at roll call every man was present. Passing
through Georgia we were furnished with a small woodburning locomotive and at the slightest indication of an upgrade
it stopped while the negro firemen carried cordwood from
piles along the track and fed the furnace until we had steam
enough to reach the top, in the meantime we strolled along
the right of way and learned something about the manufacture of turpentine. Upon arrival at Tampa we found no
chutes through which to unload the horses and they were
forced to jump from the cars to the ground. All in all, none
but a bunch of range horses could have survived the various
adventures encountered by those horses~
Our stay at Tampa was rather uneventful as we were
kept busy getting up our shelter tents, caring for the horses,
getting our equipment in good· order, with some drilling. In
digging the pit for one of the latrines I was told that an alii- ·
gator was dug out of the sand and mud. At another time
some regular troops had gotten out of hand over in the town
of Tampa, and were literally tearing up the place. A call
was sent over to our camp asking us to go in and restore
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order; we left hastily with high expectations of a good scrap,
but' upon our arrival everything had quieted down and there
was nothing for us to do.
We had in our Troop a Baptist Minister named Morrison,
a good -man and a good Trooper, but he knew little about
riding broncs. The Cavalry spurs have small rowels with
sharp points and they 'Will cut a horse badly if improperly
used. Most of us rode bareback most of the time while attending to our various duties, but we were careful never to wear
spurs. However, some of the men persuaded Morrison that
he should wear spurs, and if his horse pitched to jam the
spurs into its side and thus hold on. The results were disastrous; the horse, of course, went wild, ran down by the
railroad and threw Morrison against a coal car so that he
was crippled and laid up for many months. Morrison had the
longest mustache I ever saw; while eating he had to use one
hand to raise the drapery in order to get the food in his
mouth. I have often wondered whether he lost it in the
hospital.
Young colored boys frequented the .camp; we used them
to. good advantage to help us with our chores and they in
turn taught us many of the secrets required. to properly roll
'em for a seven. The pictures taken after we left camp were
given me by a fellow Trooper. The boys left behind are
entitled to as much, or more credit than we who went across.
It was a terrible disappointment to them.
My tent was at the end of our street, immediately opposite Regimental Headqu~rters. While sitting in front of my
tent one day I heard a discussion going on over the fact that
orders had been received directing that our Regiment be
sent to Cuba as dismounted cavalry, the horses to be left
at Tampa until a later date, and one Troop out of each
Squadron was to be left· behind to care for the horses and
equipment. I immediately reported to Captain Muller and
he lost no time in presenting himself at Headquarters and
obtained the assurance that ·Troop E would not be left
behind.
On the Seventh of June we were ordered to break camp
and move over to the railroad track where we would entrain
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for Port Tampa and there get aboard our transport. Early
in the day we had everything packed into our blanket rolls
and again encountered the bane of a soldier's life, waiting
for something to happen. Some of the men started poker
games, while others busied themselves hatching up rumors
to be transmitted by grapevine, but finally we moved over
to the railroad track and again waited in expectation of a
train that would take us the eight miles to Fort Tampa,
but none came.
About daylight an engine hauling some empty coal cars
appeared and were stopped; some of the officers arranged
with the train crew to take us to Port Tampa where we
unloaded on the docks for another wait running into hours
while our officers tried to find out something about the ship
we were to take and when we could get on it. Iri some way
they captured the Yucatan and we were told that other
troops were trying to get aboard and it was up to us to get
there first. Needless to say, we needed no urging and were
on board even before the gangplanks were lowered. The
boat was a small one and we filled it from the lower hold
to the top deck ; every inch of space was taken. My space
was on the deck, immediately in front of the door of the
stateroom occupied by one of the ship's officers and every
time he came out of his stateroom he took great delight in
stepping squarely on my neck or shoulders.
After we boarded the transport, the ship pulled out into
the Bay and there we stopped for a number of days during
which time we amused ourselves by laundering our clothes
and swimming about the ship. We had been issued a coarse,
yellow soap with wrappings stating that it was "Salt Water
Soap" and guaranteed to lather freely and bring clothes out
white when washed in sea water; the maker of the guaranty
must have had his fingers crossed when writing it out. The
sailors on the ship put in their spare time narrating the
phenomena which we would encqu:riter on the sea in the
nature of waterspouts, hurricanes, the Sargassq Sea with
its Doldrums, together with the venomous reptiles, boa
constrictors, gorillas, giant land crabs, monkeys that threw
coconuts with deadly aim and even wild men inhabiting the
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jungles of Cuba. All stories were duly transmitted by grapevine, with such embellishments as came to the mind of the
instant narrator. Among these stories there was one to the effect that
Tampa Bay was infeste~ by Man-eating sharks and that,
since the arrival of the transports, great schools of such
sharks had arrived in the Bay;-thereafter we swam in relays
- and those men remaining on the ship were lined along the
rail with their carbines and by firing over the swimmers'
heads they were supposed to keep the sharks at a distance.
I don't know whether such sharks are found in Tampa Bay,
but while swimming one morning the men commenced shouting "Shark" and firing at the water back of me; I thought it
was a joke until happening to look up at the bridge I saw
the Ship's Captain yelling and swinging his arms directing
us to come in quickly. You may be sure right then the world's
swimming record for speed was broken. Finally the fleet got
under way and we left the sea-green water. of Tampa Bay
and the Gulf for the blue of the Caribbean where the Atlantic
waves caused the ship to roll considerably, to the discomfort
of many of the men.
·
We had been held in Tampa Bay so long that our rations
began to run low and we were issued canned tomatoes, hardtack, occasionally a can of peaches with condensed milk
together with canned beef (which was unfit to eat and was
thrown out the port holes). At first there was plenty as
many of the boys were not eating, but soon a can of tomatoes,
a can of peaches and a can of milk was issued to eight men,
together with unlimited supplies of hardtack. The cans were
opened and passed around the squad and each man took a
spoonful from the can as it passed, AND NO MORE! After
two weeks on shipboard before landing this fare had made
the men ravenous, so much so that some of the men who
were more familiar with life on shipboard than others paid
the dining-room steward five dollars a meal for the scraps
coming from the officers' tables. The night before we landed
we gained entrance to the ship's galley and, finding ·the
necessary ingredients, began turning out great pansful of
biscuits and these, with great cans of imitation preserves,
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were passed out to the men throughout' the night and .it had
a wonderful effect upon the men the next day during the
strenuous work of landing.
Several incidents occurred on ·tile trip over; as we look
back at them some were ludicrous, while others might well
be forgotten. One day a small dispatch boat came alongside
with orders for our transport to drop back and accompany
another transport which was towing some sort of landing
barge and therefore it was unable to keep up with the rest
of the fleet. We felt very proud of the fact that we had been
selected as an escort to protect the 1agging transport from
Cervera's Fleet. One day a smoke was seen on the horizon
and the grapevine reported that it was one of Cervera's
battleships coming up to attack; we got out our carbines,
cleaned and oiled them, saw that our belts were filled with
cartridges and made all necessary arrangements to give
that battleship a hot reception and protect our convoy; however, Cervera's battleship was saved from destruction from
our carbines because the smoke was being made by one of
our own ships.
We had Guard mount each day on the ship and guards
were posted at strategic places, among them a post away
down at the bottom of the ship in Stygian darkness among
boxes and bales and miscellaneous cargo. I was put on duty
as Sergeant of the Guard one rainy afternoon; we were so
crowded that the sentries could not walk a beat and in fact
there was no way to distinguish a sentry from a man off
duty. About midnight I changed the guard and directed the
sentry who had the post at the bottom of the ship to take
his blankets along and make himself comfortable and he
would be called in time for breakfast. Going on top I found
the rest of the sentries resting comfortably, so crawled
under a canvas stretched over a boom and retired for the
rest of the night.
We had on board some officers and men of the Second
Cavalry and one of thesewas the officer of the day. Probably
he couldn't sleep, but in any event during the early hours of
the morning he decided to make the sentry rounds. I was
not to be found, the other sentries could not be distinguished
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from the rest of the sleeping men, but down in the bottom
of the ship he found poor Ben Seaders wrapped in his
blankets and sleeping peacefully against one of the ship's
stanchions. As no one in charge of the guard could be found,
the officer had to content himself to wait until we got around
for breakfast when Captain Muller, in his quiet way, came
over to inquire about the night's happenings and told me
that Ben had been arrested and was locked up some place
on the ship and there was talk that he was to be shot at
sunrise for sleeping at his post. Captain arranged for
me to meet the officer of the day and the officer of the
guard and I explained the situation to them; it must have
been satisfactory for Ben was released and I never heard
anything more about it. One day we were startled by a
gunboat steaming up to us inquiring if our officers needed
help; it later developed that the fleet's grapevine reported
that we had mutinied and taken over the ship, for what
ultimate purpose remains a mystery unless it was to end
the War by delivering our cargo of canned meat to the
Spaniards.
There was a narrow passageway passing by the ship's
galley with a window protected by bars similar to those
used by bank tellers, with an opening on the lower side
about 21!2 inches high. The cook took great delight in setting
fragrant pies and other pastry in front of this window so
that we got the full benefit of this aroma in the passageway.
Naturally the boys watched their opportunity and tried to
slip a pie through the opening, when the cook would take a
chop at the hand with a butcher knife. The day before we
landed the cook cut a nasty slash on the hand of one of the
boys which increased the bitterness we felt against him.
Getting into the galley that night the cook was missing and
we never heard of him again.
While waiting for the landing boats to take us off the
transport, the sailors detailed to us again the perils of life
in the tropical jungles; how we must never eat any of the
fruits because of yellow fever; that limbs of trees overhanging the trails must be watched lest it turn out to be a
boa constrictor waiting to entrap an unwary trooper in its
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folds to be slowly crushed to death, combined with detailed
instructions regarding the manner in which a knife should
be used in order to cut loose from the folds; of the accuracy
by which gigantic monkeys could bean one with a coconut
from the top of a palm tree; that we must never sleep on the
ground, but use a hammock, because of enormous land crabs
that could pinch off an ear or a nose at one fell swoop; of
the deadly bushmaster that struck without rattling, and
worst of all the ever present scorpions whose sting meant
instant death; in fact it began to appear that if the Spaniards could keep us in the jungle for a few days we would
be so decimated as to become their easy victims. After
landing one of the men was stung on the end of the finger
by a scorpion and he promptly whipped out his pistol and
shot off the end of the finger. Later we found the scorpion's
sting was something like the concentrated sting of a hive
of bees, but it was not fatal.
(To be continued)

FORT UNION MEMORIES

By GENEVIEVE LATOURRETTE

*

ORT UNION, N. M., up to the time of its abandonment in

F 1890, was one of the most important posts on the fron-

tier. It is located on a plateau of many miles of reservation.
The quarters are built of adobe-most comfortable both in
winter and summer owing to the very thick walls and spacious rooms. The climate is most bracing and healthful, so
conducive to health and comfort.
The line of officers' quarters consisted of eight double
sets, and facing these across the parade ground were the
enlisted men's quarters, mess halls, and the adjutant's office.
The line of officers in the quartermaster's depot was separated from the line officers by a road leading to the post
traders store and other buildings pertaining thereto. The
depot, a continuation of the line officers' quarters, composed
of four double sets, followed by quarters of several sets
used by the quartermaster sergeants and other employees
of the government, and the post quartermaster's office, were
separated from the former by a fence which inclosed the
q. m. depot on both sides. Opposite the depot officers quarters, across a small parade or square, were the q. m. store
houses, and cavalry stables. The hospital was located about
four hundred yards outside the post.
Troops stationed at Fort Union during the time my
father Chaplain James A. M. LaTourrette was stationed
there-September 1877-1890-were the 15th, 9th, 23d and
lOth Inf. and the 9th Cav. The Commanding officers of
these regiments were-Maj. Edward W. Whittemore, 15th
Inf.; Col. G. 0. Haller, 23rd Inf., retired for age, and succeeded by Col. Henry M. Black; Col. Henry Douglass, lOth
Inf., retired for age, and succeeded by Col. Henry R. Mizner.
The Arsenal, which was about a mile from the post, was
*Daughter of Maior James A. M. LaTourrette, Chaplain, Fort Union 1877-1890.
Married to Major Joseph H. Collins, Assistant Surgeon, Post Hospital.
Submitted for publication by James W. Arrott, Sapello, New Mexico, by courtesy
of the late W. J. Lucas, Las Vegas, New Mexico.
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commanded by Capt. W. R. Shoemaker, who had held that
position during 35 or 40 years, and was very highly respected in the surrounding country. That very courtly old
gentleman, who evidently did not believe in the progressiveness of that part of the frontier--could not be persuaded to
ride on the Santa Fe R. R. when it made its appearance in
1879, and had not been to Las Vegas for many years. He
preferred his seclusive life within a certain radius of the
arsenal and the garrison, and was constantly in the saddle,
a wonderful horseman, even though in his eighties. His eccentricity, perhaps, was due to his extreme deafness, which
was a great detriment, yet he could not be persuaded to use
remedies-rather (they used to say) preferred to have the
ladies put their arms around his neck in order to make him
hear-and very loud they had to speak too !
The arsenal was large and for many years supplied ammunition throughout the territory.
The daily routine of the soldier began with the rising
of the sun-firing of the cannon and hoisting of the•flagfollowed by the bugle sounding call .for breakfast-after
which there was drilling of various kinds, target practice,
etc.; dinner and more drilling, and later in the day recreation-then retreat at sunset-firing of the cannon as the
flag was lowered.
I often wonder whether the. same flag staff is still standing through all these years since abandonment. I saw the
old one fall during a heavy wind storm, several years before
we left Fort Union in 1890. It was always the rule of the
garrison (and it may be by orders from the War Dept.)
to bury beneath the staff various souvenirs or official papers
in a box. A box was found when the old staff fell, and I
remember witnessing the ceremony with others when the
present or last one was put up; however, I doubt whether it
is still standing, although one usually lasts many years.
If the flag staff is not there now, the spot where it was
could be found directly in front of the commanding officer's
quarters which is the center set of the first line of officers
quarters, about half way across the parade ground.
The garrison accommodated about twenty-five families
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-any amount of children-the safest place in the world to
bring up children (no automobiles those days). I can remember when a child at Fort Garland the happy days of
making mud pies, and riding three at a time on the poor
patient burros-the next time I met one of my playmates
(the granddaughter of Gen'l. McClellan) was at a reception
at the White House in Washington, many years after, where
we introduced our children to each other. The social atmosphere in a frontier post, such as Fort Union, in those
days, and the happy freedom of all out-of-door life, as well
as in, presented an altogether different view with that of the
present day. For sports we had horseback riding, tennis, etc.
The remote situation of those garrisons and consequent
isolation created an interdependence not found in these days
of adjoining large cities and easy formation of friendship in
civil life. When so infrequently near cities or small towns
where we were able to exchange social courtesies with our
civilian acquaintances, it was always a source of regret that
Las Vegas was not nearer so that we might see more of our
friends who came occasionally, but as a rule only to the
larger functions, dinners, dances, and weddings. During the
thirteen years of my father's station at Fort Union, there
were only five weddings among the officer's families-three
daughters of colonels, my sister's and my own. The quarters were well adapted for entertaining-with halls extending from the front door to the back, with large rooms on
either side.
In 1885, the prospect of a wedding (my sister Mary's)
in the garrison was an event looked forward to with great
anticipation, almost everyone taking part in the preparation
for the event which was to take place on the 5th of February.
The bridegroom elect, 1st Lieut. J. M. Stotsenburg, 6th Cav.,
was expected to arrive about February 1st.
Out of the clear sky, when everybody was happy and
planning for the wedding and all that goes with it, the general assembly was sounded by the several buglers-all running in different directions that all might hear, which means
fire or hurried orders to the field of action, and all soldiers
fall in formation to receive those orders-generally mean-
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ing that Indian renegades were at large. But in this instance
orders were received from headquarters at Santa Fe fo~
every officer and l'!Oldier who could be spared to leave at
-sunrise for the opening strip in Oklahoma. Men worked all
night, leaving but six enlisted men to care for the post, with
two surgeons and the chaplain .. As the regiment left, the
band, following the usual custom, escorted them out of the
garrison quite a distance, playing The Girl I Left Behind Me,
which started many a tear to flow. However, the only telegraph instrument left in the garrison (outside of the adjutant's office), in the quartermaster's quarters (the regiment
liaving taken the only operator with it), began to tick about
5 o'clock that evening in a most excited manner, and no one
to understand what it meant until the wife of the quartermaster ran from house to house hoping to find someone who
could understand the receiving of this message; a young
nephew who was visiting us was able to make out enough to
let us know the regiment had been stopped at Raton by
orders to return to station as it would not be needed. It is
useless to say there was great joy in the garrison, as it was
very indefinite as to the time of return to their families and
it now meant the wedding would after all take place as
planned. At sundown the band met the regiment outside the
post on its return playing Out of the Wilderness.
A military wedding is a brilliant affair now, and was in
this garrison on the frontier of those days : the large halls
being spacious and well fitted for such occasions, the entire
hall attractively draped with flags and festoons of greens,
the band playing both wedding marches and gay music as we
left. Officers wore their full uniforms, and relatives and
friends in the garrison as well as from Las Vegas attended.
No doubt many who are now in that city remember being
present at our marriages. Bishop Dunlap (then Bishop of
N. M., and living with his family in Las Vegas) officiated
at both our weddings. My sister and her husband left for
the East immediately after their wedding amid the playing
of the band, shoes and plenty of rice being thrown after
them. Doctor Joseph H. Collins and myself were married
about two years before my sister-we spent two happy
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weeks at the Old Montezuma Hotel, Las Vegas Hot Springs.
On our return to the post, the hop room had been beautifully
decorated with flags and greens for a reception by the whole
garrison-the usual custom on such occasions, as well as
other functions in receiving a bride into a garrison. However, mine was only coming home.
Fort Union was also a center for caring for Indian prisoners until their return to their reservations.
It was in the summer of 1881 that the general assembly
call was sounded which sent great chills through the hearts
of everybody. On this occasion hurried orders were received
by the commanding officer to send all available troops to the
field without delay. These orders were sent from headquarters at Santa Fe by request of ranchmen who had been
menaced by young renegades who were stealing and killing
their bucks. These alarms many times proved to be that they
were out more or less for a good time, simply frightening
the people rather than to do them harm, and I do not believe they were much worse than our young boys in large
cities out for a lark. The troops were off in a few hoursnext day was very foggy, so much so we could not see across
the parade ground, and while two young Indian prisoners
were policing the post they took advantage of the fog and
that few men were guarding the post, knocked the sentry
down and made their escape. It was said they leaped like
two deers through the dense fog, and could not be seen when
once in it. They simply flew towards Turkey Mountains,
about a mile away, where they hid until dark-making their
escape back to their reservation (Mescalero Agency) near
Fort Stanton by stealing horses by relays-reaching the
Agency in a few days. The result of this great excitement
they left behind them, when it was found they were gone,
in such a mysterious manner, gave the greatest alarm and
thrills to each of the twenty-five families, who felt sure they
might be hiding in one of their houses. It did not take long
for the members of these twenty-five families, mothers,
children, to sense something wrong, even the dogs-big and
little-whose barking did not add to the serenity of the
occasion-only made matters worse. We all started to hunt,
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for it seemed they really must be somewhere in the post.
We went around in bunches, each fearing they might come
across them in some crack or corner in their houses or barns,
which meant to those who were most, nervous sure death,
though that would have been more from fright rather than
anything else. I know it was the greatest thrill of my lifewe even went to the old earth works back of the post, expecting to come face to face with one of them, around one
of those corners, where parts were rather deep-when all
of a sudden we heard a pistol shot, which proved to be
next door to our house. Of course we thought they had been
found, rushed home, holding on to each other-only to find
that the post surgeon was trying out his pistol to see if it
would work in case it was needed. We all drew a sigh of
relief, though I am quite sure some of us were almost di~
appointed that we -yvere not able to prove ourselves a heroine
by finding those two young renegades without the assistance
of a man-yet secretly in my heart I was glad they escaped
without further trouble. That evening was spent in telling
of our experiences in the day's excitement. We were all sitting on the end of the porch near the side gate of our yard,
when we heard the shuffling of some kind of noise coming
toward the gate. All was silent, when a poor little innocent
burro poked his head through the gate and gave one of
the loudest and most uncanny brays I ever heard-and I
had heard many. It can only be imagined what that meant
to a flock of frightened women, at a time when we were wait- ·
ing for something exciting to turn up-however, we drew
a great sigh of relief to find it was our nice little old burro;
we ended the evening laughing over the affair, but little sleep
was enjoyed that night, because we spent the night listening
through for noises of all·sorts, when all the time those poor
Indians were ~urrying down to their reservation.
Many times have my thoughts gone back to those days
at Fort Union. The numerous interesting events which took
place during the 13 years of my father's station there-up
to the time of abandonment. An incident happened one day
when the mantlepiece of our next door neighbor, which was
becoming very loose from the wall, was taken down and re-
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placed. Between the cracks, which evidently were there for
many years, articles were found-among them a small old
fashioned photograph which proved to be one of my father's
cousin-Doctor Peters and family, who had been stationed
there about twenty years before we arrived. I have always
had the greatest desire to see behind those mantlepieces in
every one of those quarters, for I believe many would bring
to light other articles of interest-what a tale they might
tell.
Toward the latter years at Fort Union, the quarters
needed renovating badly. It seemed impossible for the quartermaster to be able to obtain appropriation for repairs.
Inspector after Inspector would be sent there to inspect
them and even their requisitions would be denied the money
by Congress, until the last Inspector came, and that very
day we had one of the worst rain storms we ever experienced
at the post. Roofs were leaking in the quarters to the extent
that we went around with umbrellas. There seemed just one
spot in our quarters which was dry where I took my baby
in her cradle to the corner of a room. In a few minutes I
heard a lusty cry from that corner and found her drenched
with rain coming down on her and had to put the top of the
carriage up. We really felt compensated to a certain degree
that it so happened when the Inspector was there, because
it gave him a better idea as to the condition of the quarters.
It was not long before an appropriation was forthcoming
and all put in perfect condition.
The servant question was a great problem, as we were
obliged to send at our own expense to Kansas City and Denver for them, but they would not last long as they married
soldiers as soon as possible-until only a few continued to
have women servants-finally all but two families replaced
with Chinamen for cooks and general housework. Many
married from our home-they called it "the Marriage
Agency." It happened so many white servants had left that
the soldiers did not have enough to continue their weekly
dances-their only pleasure of that kind-so they threatened to get rid of these chinese servants by frightening the
poor things almost to death by chasing them at night, mak-
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ing them believe they were going to kill them if once they
could get them which, of course, was only a scare, but very
effective. They would run through our back yards to the
front gates, coming out, panting for breath and a smile of
relief on their faces, as they saw us on the porch. It was not
long before every one of them was gone, and one by one
each family returned to their women servants, and the band
played on with their dances.
My father, Chaplain James A. M. LaTourrette, arrived
at Fort Union, N. M., in September, 1877, from his former
station, Fort Lyon, Colorado. It was before the Santa Fe
R. R. was built as far as Fort Union. We traveled overland
which took a week enroute, and I well remember it was
one long picnic, especially after we reached the mountainous
region. We had an escort of about ten enlisted men and an
officer, for in those days it was not considered quite safe to
travel without protection. Our outfit consisted of two baggage wagons (covered), a daugharty, resembling a stage
coach, with four mules-the latter was occupied by the family. A new arrival in a garrison in those days was· an eventful occasion, and a hearty welcome awaited us. My brother,
my sister Mary and myself accompanied our parents, two
elder sisters having married some years before. We were
entertained, until we were able to move into our own home,
by dividing the family into two parts. Col. [and Mrs. John]
Dent (Col. Dent was brother of Gen. Grant's wife) was
then and had been post trader at Fort Union for some years.
They were packing preparatory to leaving for the East.
It was fortunate for us as well as for them that my father
bought quite a good deal of .their furniture-among it a
bedroom set, the four poster of which they said Gen. Grant
had often slept on.
When my father had become established in his new station he very soon was able (in addition to his military duties
in the post) to start with his missionary work outside, and
did much to promote the interest of the church in that jurisdiction, working in conn,ection with the different bishops of
N. M. His services were immediately in demand, especially
for weddings-111any coming from the country around in
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addition to those in the garrison. Many an amusing incident
happened in connection with these marriages-sometimes
the participants coming to our home for the ceremony. Often
some of the family would be called in as witnesses. On one
occasion, I remember, the bride walked into the room,
dressed in a wedding gown made of a nottingham lace curtain-court train, which was very impressive and most effective-the bride looking supremely happy. After the ceremony, while receiving congratulations, one very timid man
(a friend they brought with them) wished "many happy returns." He seemed perfectly unconscious of what he had
said, and they all left for their farm home very happy.
Another marriage was to take place as soon as the enlisted man's time had expired. The bride elect told with great
glee how she used to trot this future husband on her knee
when he was a baby. She had recently received quite a sum
of money from the Louisiana Lottery, and with this she said
they were going on their wedding trip to Albuquerque, and
to the grave of her former husband who, some years before,
had been hung for murder-they thought it would be so
romantic to go there.
My father led a very lonely life in a garrison-there not
being any other clergyman nearer than Las Vegas, and
those he did not often see; at any rate it was not as though
he were in the town, so he enjoyed anyone he could find to
talk to, getting into conversation with Mexicans and Indians
who came around selling vegetables, blankets, etc. He often
amused them for he could not speak Spanish fluently, but
did make them understand by mixing a little French, English and some Spanish. However, they seemed to enjoy him
and always made it a point to see him, and he always bought
something from them whether he needed it or not.
Having been stationed in New Mexico and Colorado for
25 years, with only an occasional trip East, his health became impaired and he contracted heart trouble from living
in that high altitude too long. The War Department granted
him a leave of one year to recuperate and regain his health.
After his arrival in the East, rest and recreation kept him
occupied the greater part of the time. He preached all of
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that summer at St. John's Church, Washington, just opposite the White House, thereby giving the rector of that
church a much needed rest, and he also gave many talks in
New York, Baltimore, and Washington on the Indians in
whom he always took the greatest interest. At Fort Garland,
the Utes used to make their stopping place in our back yard,
and smoked their pipes with my father in his sitting room.
As a result of these lectures on the Indians he was given
a number of scholarships at Hampton Institute, Va., and
the Carlisle, Pa., Indian School.
Three young lieutenants of the lOth Infantry, who were
at one time stationed at Fort Union, became Major Generals
in the World War-Gen. R. E. Bullard, Gen. A. W. Brewster,
and Gen. E. H. Plummer. All were retired not long after
the war.
It also may be interesting to know that our family is now
represented by the fourth generation in the army. My father
and mother had one son and four daughters. The son went
into civil life and the four daughters married in the army.
The granddaughters also married in the army, and there
are now fifteen great-grandchildren and one great-greatgrandchild. In 1904 it was said that our family, with one
exception, was the largest in the army. My mother and three
daughters were left widows-my sister Mary (Mrs. Stotsenburg) and myself are the only ones left.I
1. Mrs. Collins died in 1930. Col. Harry La Tourrette Cavanaugh to W. J. Arrott,
November 12, 1950.

A BOY'S EYE VIEW OF THE OLD SOUTHWEST

By

JAMES

K. HASTINGS

April, 1880, we were living in southern Colorado, at
Trinidad. Father was in New Mexico at Silver City, near
the Mexican border, and it was decided that we should join
him.
New Mexico, with its 121,666 square miles of area, may
have had possibly one resident per square mile at that time.
There was snow on the ground as we started south through
the newly completed Raton tunnel, just over the line in New
Mexico on the Santa Fe. When we reached Albuquerque on
the Rio Grande, we went into that town on a construction
train, said to be the first one into town. Spring had come by
that time and there was a riot of roses in the old town.
We lay there some days at a Mexican hotel until we could
get a coach going south. I can remember seeing a Mexican
plowing in the river bottom near Ft. Craig with a pair of
tiny oxen and a forked stick for a plow. We had no Indian
trouble going down although they passed near us one night.
We crossed the "Jornada del Muerto," or Journey of Death
with its 90 miles without water. There were stage stations
every 20 miles or so on the J ornada. One we stopped at
had a high adobe wall surrounding it and there water hauled
from the Rio Grande was always kept for travelers. The
owner, a woman, had been given they told us four townships
of desert land to maintain the station there. We reached Silver City on May 1, 1880, and father met us there.
Father was the superintendent of a quartz mill that
crushed the silver ore from two mines, named the '76 and
Baltic, located a few miles above town in a small valley on
the Continental Divide, known as Chloride Flat. The ore was
hauled down from the mines by 4 and 6 mule teams, in
giant wagons with boiler plated beds. Silver reduction in a
stamp mill is much like any other manufacturing business.
The mill ran 24 hours a day for 7 days a week, for about
ten months in the year; in the heat of summer they laid
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off for repairs. The men worked 12 hours a day and drew
good wages. The ore. was first crushed to a fine dust with
powerful stamps that rose and fell hour after hour, with
deafening noise, and this dust was washed into massive pans
where it was ground still finer in between or under the
monster shoes that worked like the "upper and nether millstones." In the last set of pans, quicksilver was added and it
picked up the silver in amalgam, the same that some dentists•
once used for filling teeth. This silver amalgam was poured
into a conical sack of strong canvas and drained of much
of the quicksilver in it, just as a farmer's wife of the olden
days used to make cottage cheese by twisting the sack until
the whey, or quicksilver in this case, was mostly removed.
The resulting amalgam was called a "goose egg" and w.hen
a batch of these were obtained they were heated in a retort
where the fumes were run into a tank of water that chilled
the rest of the quicksilver to a fluid state. There was constant weighing of the amalgam to show any losses. We
laughed at one man working on the pans once, for he asked
when being discharged, "I haven't been stealing anything
have I"? The silver on coming from the retort was pure
and was in danger of being stolen before being cast into the
great bricks. It was often moved to our house in the night
for safe keeping. I can remember walking beside my father
carrying his Colt's revolver as he and a trustworthy man
carried the silver in a hand barrow. Of course if we had
been attacked father, and not I, would have used the gun.
One night some one evidently drunk tried with a steel bar
to pry off our front door and get at our cache of silver.
Father stood at the head of the stairs ready to shoot if the
man gained entrance. After the quicksilver was roasted from
the amalgam the pure silver was cast into monster bricks
of 300 pounds or more in weight. These were unwieldy and
much smaller ones would have been more convenient, but
also more easily stolen. Two express companies, the Adams
and the Wells-Fargo, ran Concord coaches from our town
to carry the mail, express and passengers to the railroad
at Deming, where it had reached within 50 miles of our
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town. The morning after we had cast a brick, one of these
would stop at the mill and take it to the railroad. Once a
350 lb. brick broke through the coach floor on the desert
and all the driver could do was to drive off and leave it.
It was safe there for no pack mule could carry it away and
a wagon could be tracked by a fast posse. The abandoning
of a $5,000 silver brick in the road did not bother us any,
for when it was once signed for by the Wells-Fargo driver,
it was their baby.
The Mescalero Apache Indians, under Victorio and
Geronimo, were raiding at that time and kept us wondering
when they would strike next. Many a rancher was picked
off in that day but they never attempted a raid on our camp.
There were some cattle ranches about us, but the Indians
discouraged them. All food beside range beef, including the
staples of flour, potatoes, sugar and such, had to come from
the railroad. While the mail coaches could go there and back
in a day, sometimes under heavy guard, always changing
horses every few miles, the "bull trains," as they were
called, took plenty of time to make the round trip. They
were owned and run by Mexicans of the border grade and
these were easily frightened by an Indian rumor. When they
got to good grass and water they would sometimes imagine
danger. There they would park their wagons in a great
circle and all drivers would guard and graze the cattle by
day and yard them in the circle of wagons by night.
No appeal from a hungry people had any effect to get
that food started towards town. They wanted a cavalry
escort, but the cavalrymen were busy elsewhere. I remember that the regular price per hundred pounds by coach,
on the well guarded mail to camp from the freighters'
wagons was six dollars a hundred pounds for flour and other
stuff, besides all that it had cost to get it out from the states.
Some of the coaches brought a few sacks of flour in to camp.
Most of us lived on a corn-bread diet at such times and had
for dessert, sack pudding; neither was there any sugar. I
can remember my three year old sister going to the bird
cage and getting a lump of sugar from between the wires
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and scraping her teeth across it, and with a shake of her
curls putting it back with the apparent thought that she
must not rob the bird.
Those freighters had good cause to be cautious about the
Indians. The saddest sight that I ever saw in a long life
was on a Sunday morning when two soldiers came down the
street in our town, the end of the coach line, driving two
broken down cavalry horses hitched to a coach filled with
bullet holes and covered with human blood. The Apaches
had jumped the coach about sunrise, near Ft. Cummings,
a six company post. The Indians had hid behind the tall
Yucca stumps and killed every mortal on the coach. Of
course they took the horses and every scrap of leather in
the fore and aft boots, and leather mail sacks, probably to
patch moccasins. They got away, although the post bugler
blew "Boots and Saddles" at the first sound of gun fire. Our
mail the next day, from those mail sacks, showed plenty
of blood on it. It was thus that the Southwest was settled.·
Guards were often carried on the coaches when needed. I
remember riding all afternoon on top of a swaying Concord
coach between two Infantrymen dressed in blue, with their.
Long_Tom.rifles_at hand, while away to the north on a flattopped mountain signal fires talked to someone. An Indian
of that day could do a lot with a blanket and a smoky campfire. He could have dots and dashes galore.
Many men of that day belted on their guns before they
drew on their boots mornings, but they did not wear those
traffic-cop light belts; rather they were broad cartridge
belts, and never drawn up snug, but the gun hung low on
the right hip and there was no pulling a gun unless you
meant to use it.
Our mill being so far from the others had a complete
shop attached, with a carpenter, blacksmith and molder.
Stamp shoes were always wearing out with the incessant
pounding, and so we ran a cupola to melt our scrap iron
with charcoal made back in the hills. One of my jobs, when
they melted, was to man the hose on the roof to see that no
sparks started a fire. The men generally drenched me down
first so as to not get the shirt burned off me. Sometimes they
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let me help load the cupola furnace with successive layers
of charcoal and iron.
I realize now that I must have been a pest about the
mill; with no school to go to I was there much of the time,
although I was supposed to study some old school books at
home. Once, when I had been too much of a nuisance, Dad
asked, "Where are you in arithmetic young man?" I answered, "I have finished it," only to hear him say, "Go home
and go through it again." Well I started at common fractions
that time.
I had a fine assortment of friends in that camp. We had
school for only a month or so, when a traveling school master
taught a few of us long enough to get money to move on
with.
One of these friends was "Black Billie," an ex-slave, who
was a hostler for the mill company. Mother had a large
print New Testament and Billie delighted to come down
to our house and read aloud from it, for his own and our
benefit. He was allowed to take out a small team of mean
mules hitched to a wagon without a bed. He generally drove
the outfit with loose planks on the running gear. Those
mules loved to run away with him, and when they did his
remarks were not those that he had found in Holy Writ.
There were two Mexican villages in the camp that Dad drew
on for unskilled labor. He had a time getting them to work
steadily. Many a Sunday morning he would rout me out to
feed the stamps until he could get help, as his labourers
had gone to a dance they called "a Bilee," the night before,
and were not fit for work. Finally, in desperation, he hired
some Canton Chinese, and his labour troubles were over.
The carpenter, though old enough to be my father, was
my special chum. When I saw him come down the street,
trailed by a Chinese, carrying some long iron rods, I beat
it to him. His first question was, "Did you ever read Robinson Crusoe, Jim?" Of course I admitted it, and he replied
that he was Crusoe, and that his rear guard was Friday.
From that hour, the man answered to that name. On the
Chinese New Years, which comes in the Spring, he deluged
us with presents. My brother and I got firecrackers, and the
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girls Chinese candy, while Dad who never used tobacco got
a box of what in China must correspond to "Wheeling
Stogies." I tried one once and quit for life.
Bill Green, the teamster hauling ore from the mine, was
a good man and an especial friend. He and his near wheeler,
"Old Beck," saved my life once. I had been up to the mine
where I had been flagging for the surveyor on a survey in
the mine. You will understand that in mine surveying a
candle is the flag, instead of the red and white painted pole
used on the surface. The engineer and Green were on the
wagon seat coming down the mountain with a load of ore, and
I was precariously seated on the seat-back with my back to
theirs when we jolted over a stone and I was thrown under
the hind wheel. In a mule team of that day the best animal
is the wheeler to the left of the pole, known as the "near
wheeler." This place was filled by Beck, a monster black,
and when Green yelled to her, she froze in her breeching
and held the team from moving. The wagon and load likely
totaled five tons. In my fall, I had struck on the backs of
both hands and sprained my wrists and lay in the track
against the mountain slope helpless. There was a much used
liniment-for sale in the camp, for man and animals. The only
kind they had on hand was for animals only, and was a dark
brown, so I was as brown as a Malay for a while.
One of my friends of those days on the Mexican Border
was the Negro cook at the mine. He certainly knew his stuff
and I :qave never eaten better meals. When the shaft whistle
on the mine hoist blew, he was ready and his welcome cry
of "come and get it," was always answered by a rush of
hungry miners. One thing that endeared him to my boyish
heart was that he was not fussy about clean hands and
combed hair. Boy like I enjoyed teasing him and I early
found that he had a horror of the deep shafts in the mine
and so I would wheedle him to go down in the shaft with me.
His stock answer was, "No sah, Mister Jimmie, I can go out
the doah and dig a hole six inches deep- and get into that
and it is deep enough for me."
I remember that the '7.6 ore shaft was covered with two
heavy six inch wooden doors_ and at times when there was
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need of haste some one would go down in the ore bucket,
but no one ever came up in it, for the various engineers
seemed to try to see which could "whip" a bucket of ore
out the fastest, and how those doors would flash open and
the bucket would stop just before it went over the shive
wheel at top. Often there were a dozen Mexican ore sorters
working on the floor of the shaft house, endeavoring to get
the refuse culled from the rich ore. Really they did pretty
well for themselves, for beside their wages they often kept
their small smelter near our house going nights, smelting
the richer ore they had stolen. This furnace was called an
"arasta" and the fuel was charcoal, burned in the hills and
brought in on burros. The forced draft was from an old
blacksmith's bellows that one man with a raw hide loop for
his foot pumped for hours on end. There was little hope of
keeping up with ore sorters of that day without an X-ray,
and we knew nothing of them 70 years ago.
Three of the older white miners had dug back into the
mountain above the shaft house to get a dug-out to live in
and one of them kept dinging at me to send up a carpenter's
square on one of the ore wagons, so he could get a door made
to keep out the cold fall nights up there on the Continental
Divide.
I can remember, when we made a survey of the surface
of some of those mines, how father marked them by hewn
stones a foot square and 4 feet long. They stuck like a sore
thumb and were easily seen from a distance, so there was
no question where property lines were.
Our camp was the first town in that day from the Mexican
Border (before the railroad came), perhaps 100 miles away
and we had a custom house. Mexican horsemen who came
past our house direct from their country with a bunch of
skinny fowls dangling from their saddles, asked us two reals
or 25 cents each for them, plus the customs tax. We often
wondered if the custom house ever saw that tax. The regular freighters used ordinary wagons, but there were a few
of the monster ox drawn two wheeled carts with wooden
wheels that were used in smuggling. In ordinary use the
spindles were never greased and made a wail to be heard
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for miles, so when grease was applied to stop the noise it
was almost prima facie evidence that smuggling was going
on.
Often mule pack trains would come up to the custom
house with produce to load back with goods. I once found a
few pairs of what I later found were called in the slums of
our great cities, "Saturday night shoes," that had lost out
of such a pack. The sight of that shoddy .stuff sickened this
boy.
The mules in a pack train were let run loose and herded
along the trail or road. They generally had an old gray bell
mare that all the mules would stay with. When they wanted
to catch the mules to load or unload them, they would closeherd them and four or more would hold a rawhide lariat up
three feet from the ground and one muleteer would grab
a mule and slip a broad leather blind over his eyes. This
took all fight out of him.
· Once father hired a Mexican with a big wheeled cart to
haul a load of rock salt for use at the mill. The man came
back asking for "une camesa por le carro." He meant a shirt
for the cart, or wagon sheet, fearing that a shower might
come up and he lose the salt.
There was one story of those wild days on 'the border
that always thrilled me. The Apaches had crawled qp and
surprised the family in a Mexican j acal or hogan and killed
everyone present. But they did not wipe out the family by
so doing, for there was a slip of a 12 year old girl out
herding 'the sheep. Those runty specimens, having a pound
or two of wool on them, were little kin to our Merinos or
Shrops of today, and it took one both young and fleet of foot
to manage them and the small shepherdess was just that.
The Indians knew of her being in the hills and wanted both
her and the sheep and so started after her. Though desert
bred and fast on their feet, they were no match for the feet
in those small moccasins; they simply were not in her class,
as they found, when she walked off and left them, never to
be caught.
Near the quartz mill that father used to run, he owned a
garden plot of a few acres, irrigated from the same stream
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that supplied the mill boilers with water. This he rented to
some Cantonese Chinese who used it for a truck garden and
raised vegetables for the camp. The first season they had it,
they carried their produce to market in baskets hung from
yokes over their shoulders. They made a picturesque sight in
their conical hats as they went along in single file, singsonging to each other like a lot of grackle black birds. The
next season, they got a decrepit horse and an old market
wagon, so that one could sell the stuff and leave the rest at
home to work. The driver knew about as much about horses
as I do about atomic energy. One day, when the salesman
had reached our house on his return trip from market, he
discovered that the horse had something in a hind hoof. Instead of picking up the hoof to investigate, he crawled under
the wagon and began working on the hoof, when the horse
kicked him in the head, laying him out cold. My older sister,
just a kid, was doing the dishes in the kitchen, but hearing
the wagon stop, came to the door to investigate, when she
saw that the man was out, she hurried back into the house,
got the water pail, pulled the man from under the wagon by
his feet and drenched him with cold water. In time he recovered and getting on the wagon went on home. The next
day after selling his load, he stopped at our house and, on
his knocking, mother went to the door and the Chinese said,
"Me tankie you boy." Lord Chesterfield himself could do no
better.
The sister, when grown to womanhood, won an education
and became a Doctor of Medicine. Haven't we read somewhere about the boy being father to the man? Wouldn't that
apply to the girl also?
One of the danger spots of that day was Cook's Canyon.
We came down through it one dark night with a big Concord
coach, attempting to be quiet, so as to not arouse any lurking Indians. We passed the graves, or grave rather, of 17
killed from a wagon train. Our efforts to be quiet failed, for
the brakes on the coach had been shod with old miner boot
soles and the nails in them against the steel tires made a
screech that could be heard for miles. We all followed the
coach except my grown sister who, holding the baby sister,
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rode in the coach. Later, when I was coming back from the
survey of some mining claims for patent, we came through
the canyon in the day time and boy like I crawled back into
the rear of. the wagon and went to sleep. When I awoke, the
wagon was standing still and I heard gun fire. I could see
nothing from where I lay and suspected Indians, so did not
move or raise up until I heard our colored teamster Dan say,
"I got two of them." Then I looked to see that it was rabbits
instead of Indians that he meant. Two friendly Apache
scouts from another tribe in Arizona came along and cooked
their rabbit over our fire. They did this without an atom of
cleaning and then ate it, with such cleaning of the offal as
they could do with a twig. They had red handkerchiefs about
their heads or necks to distinguish them from warriors.
They were armed with Winchesters, which with magazines
loaded made a heavy gun, so each carried two small wyths
that were bound together at the middle for a gun rest. A
clumsy arrangement for a fighting man, I thought.
My daily routine when I was a boy in the mining ·camp
was hardly a routine, for few days were alike, but I did keep
the water pails full. To do that I had to go to the St. Vincent
spring where most of the women of the nearby Mexican village were gossiping and filling their pails and helping hoist
them to the other's head. It was the stories that we had from
the Bible and pictures of that time over again. I do not remember ever seeing a man come for water. It was beneath
them. If you had learned Border Spanish you would have
gotten an ear full. I used two discarded black powder cans
with bails in them for my water pails. They held 3 or 4 gallons each and were pretty heavy when full. Another early
morning job was watching the Concord coaches leave town
for the railroad. There was often a race to see which of the
fresh teams would be in the lead when they passed our house
on the edge of town. My friend of the ore hauling days, Bill
Green, had been promoted to driving for the Adams Express
Co., and I was naturally rooting for him. The Wells Fargo
driver had four small mules and how he escaped turning
over when he tried to pass Green was a mystery to me. Green
was a gentleman, and father told of his turning his 4 horses
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out so as to avoid crushing a terrapin in a wheel rut, but
grinding right over a rattlesnake in one.
The Mexicans brought in wood (stove length) on burros
(donkeys). It was packed in a great circle over the beast's
back, and when it was sold the muleteer pulled one thong
from the raw hide rope holding it on and it all fell to the
ground leaving the burros to walk out of the pile. We had a
fireplace and so occasionally father would get a cord or two
of 4 foot wood, such as he used under the steam boilers at
the mill. When it was dumped at our kitchen door, I knew
it was my job to fit it for fireplace or kitchen stove. By the
way, that is one of the best exercises that I know of for a
boy to do.
A saw buck and a sharp saw has it over some gymnasiums that I know of. Seeing that wood cut and neatly piled
comes under the head of the "glory of achievement" that
some educators tell of. When that wood was neatly ricked
near the kitchen door I was again free to go afield.
The mill would not buy scrap iron from the Mexicans,
but they would of me and trust me to weigh it. There had
been another mill and foundry across the creek from ours
and removed long ago. I discovered that there was considerable iron in small pieces in their slag pile. I got an old Mexican partner and found a ton or more of iron there. We were
paid 2 cents a pound for it. Should I add that I learned to
swim in that shallow creek? There was a lot of broken glass
and other trash and it was not deep in any place, but I
learned to swim dog fashion.
While waiting for repair material at the quartz mill, two
of the older mill men took me south to the Tres Hermanos,
or Three Sister's mountains, near where in later years stood
the town of Columbus, New Mexico, that Pancho Villa once
sacked and burned in hopes of getting our country into war
with Mexico. We camped on a bench near the top of one
mountain and a large area of northern Mexico lay spread out
before us when the sun rose the next morning. One of the
men in stirring around before morning had set off his gun
which we kept under the covers. This did not awaken me,
but the cold air when they threw off the blankets to put out
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the fire did that. Mountain air, good food, and a tired boy
made me dead to the world.
When on one of my surv~y trips, two Mexican hunters
came along and sold us some meat of a black bear that they
had killed. It was too tough and strong to eat. They were
professional hunters and had caps made of antelope horns
and enough of the hide on the neck to make a cap to slip over
the head to stalk game with. When they sat in the tall grass
with those horned heads showing, they would fool anyone,
especially an antelope, for you know they are as curious as a
woman.
On one survey on west slope of the Rockies, in the Mogollon mountains of New Mexico, I saw some of the grandest
scenery that I ever beheld: high cliffs with brawling mountain brooks filling the canyons below, the sound made by the
waters tumbling over the rocky beds rising far up on the
mountain slopes; and great pine trees and some times box
canyons that hemmed us in until we had to turn around and
retrace our steps to get out. The Apaches had been there the
year before and left the signs of their presence, as was the
great cairn of stones in a stream bed at the end of a trail
down the mountain made up of boot and moccasin tracks
over the loose sliding shale of the mountain side. They were
' made by
all that was left to show of the unsuccessful race
some lone prospector. The pile of smoked stones showed
where he had stood when he was lashed to the stake. We
respected his resting place and monument.
All of these signs were before me as I sat on the ground
beside the engineer and his transit. It would bring me out
of a reverie to have him say, "Jim check on my figures," and
I would do sums for him. In that day that country had not
been surveyed, so there was no way of describing the exact
location of a tract of land or a mining claim, except by tying
it in by triangulation to two or more mountain peaks or
other natural objects. One night the camp put on a celebration of some event of more or less importance, the reason
for which I have forgotten. They likely had absorbed more
or less liquid refreshment from the commissary and were
duly exhilarated and had built a huge campfire near the
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camp's center among the lofty pines. They had gotten out
three blacksmith anvils and would pour a handful of black
powder on one and stack the other two on top of it and then
fire the powder with a long half inch rod that had been
heated in the fire. The anvils would bounce into the air with
a roar and the process would be repeated. The noise made
was a good imitation of the firing of a cannon.
There were only two women in the camp at that time.
One ran the tiny boarding house where we ate. The racket
that the men made that night must have disturbed the
women a lot.
The boarding house keeper was no cook, much as we
needed one, perhaps because she had nothing to do with, for
her biscuits were always undone inside and caused the engineer, who had drunk his share and some other man's portion of whisky, much pain. I got away with the grub, for I
was young and tough. When I could not get enough at the
table, I haunted a nearby turnip patch and so survived.
When we got in late one night, we found the one room of the
cabin lighted by a small dish of grease set on a high cupboard with a lighted strip of cloth hanging from one side
of the pan for a light. The family were from the mountain
section of the South and the mother always rocked her baby
in a common hickory chair, without rockers, and yelled an
ancient ballad at him. The kid seemed to thrive on it.
One old character named "Jed" would have delighted
movie audiences of today. I never heard of his working and,
while he wore the boots of that day, I never saw his trousers
either tucked neatly in or hung outside of that foot wear.
They were hung on one boot strap, so they sagged the boot
top down, but he could go down a rocky mountain trail and
glancing across the canyon to a blank wall opposite, stumbling as he went, count the window panes, "46, 47, 48," not
yet broken out of the supposed vacant building opposite, as
he had when on his way to school when a boy. He likely was
pretty worthless, but boy like I did not think so. When we
went in there, we turned our team loose to graze and find
their feed where they could, as there were no fences. When
our work was done $5.00 was offered for finding the team.
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I wanted to start for home and started out to find them if
possible. When Jed heard what I planned, he would not let
me leave camp until I buckled on his gun. How he must have
missed that artillery. I had not gone a mile from camp in
the big woods until I found a fawn half eaten, lying in my
path. I judged that it had been the work of a panther and
then remembered that I had read .that they dropped from
trees onto their prey and my taste for $5.00 and a trip home
weakened in short order.
Our camp in· the Mogollon mountains had only three or
four horses, the mine manager's, the boarding house, arid
the "Old Boar's Den," where several of the miners lived and
cooked for themselves. These three houses were at the corners of a triangle and the lodge pole pines in the grove between were cut so the people in each house could see how ,
the others fared during a siege. All the houses were of logs
and the windows were filled with small logs with only a hole
left between them to fire through. The· Apaches had been
there the year before and gotten some of the men that were
away from camp. None appeared while we were there.
On our three days drive home we met men who, with the
hospitality of the West, shared a deer with us that they had
just killed. They had never seen us before, or would again
likely. That night we toasted those tender steaks of venison
over our camp fire while our biscuit baked in the embers
beside the fire. It was the finest food ever. Then to bed on the
gr_ound with a buffalo robe over us on top of the blankets
while my engineer friend taught me astronomy from the
skies above, till sleep came. It was on that trip that a magnificent black tail buck came near to camp and stood and
watched us, with those great antlers raised in the air. I will
never again deride a man for having "buck fever." It would
be a crime to shoot that majestic creature.
As this draws to a close I must say in defense of the Indians that most of the white men of that day and area were
as fine as one could ask for, but some to my knowle~ge were
just scum and they by their actions caused the Indians to
hate the Whites and that hatred was often taken out on
defenseless people.
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To illustrate the above let me give an example. The forts
of that day that I was familiar with were not walled or
stockaded, but were simply posts on an open field. They had
to be to permit the cavalry troops to maneuver in drill. My
father told me an incident at one such post that used a log
cabin for a guard house and in it was an Apache Indian confined for some misdemeanor. There was a bed in one corner
of the room and the Indian was asleep on the bed next the
wall. Some of the soldiers had a camp fire near the cabin and
one of the less desirable ones heated a steel rifle cleaning rod
in the fire and then stuck it in between the logs and burned
the sleeper. In his pain and fright he dashed out the door and
was promptly shot and killed by the guard, who naturally
believed that the prisoner was attempting an escape. When
Chief Cochise, friendly to the whites, heard of it he swore
that he would make the "trail run red from Taos to Tucson,"
and figuratively speaking he did just that.
I can remember one day when seated on a mountain top
I, a 13 year old flagman, saw below me the valley of the Rio
Grande, and the river winding through it showed like a
white thread on the floor. From the same lofty perch I could
see through the clear air the smoke of the construction
trains of both the Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific. They
were building the lines that when they met would span the
continent. As a boy I was permitted to see the nation growing. No one dreamed in that faraway day of the stature it
would attain today.

WASHINGTON ELLSWORTH LINDSEY
By IRA C. IHDE

(Continued)
War Governor of New Mexico
The people of New Mexico, in 1916, elected E. C. de Baca
as their chief executive but he was destined never to enter
the executive mansion as governor of the state. Immediately
after his victorious campaign, he went to a hospital in Los
Angeles for special treatment for pernicious anemia. He
returned to New Mexico just before his inauguration, which
took place in Saint Vincent's Sanitarium in Santa Fe. He
remained in the sanitarium until his death on February 18,
1917. On the following day, Lindsey took the oath of office as
governor.
Governor and Mrs. Lindsey attended 'the final rites for
the deceased governor in the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows at Las Vegas, New Mexico. Their floral tribute was a
large pillow of pink roses and carnations.
The new Governor's first major address was given before
a large crowd in the house chamber before what wa:s nominally an adjourned session of the R~publican state central
committee to which the general public had been invited. In
a speech that was interrupted "frequently with uproarious
applause," and that marked "an epoch in the political history
of the state," the Republicans "heard strange doctrines."
The Governor stated that since both parties were partially successful in the last election he would urge that the
legislature carry out the principles enunciated in both party
platforms. He therefore urged the enactment of the Australian ballot, tax reform laws, highway legislation, and a
corrupt practice law. He admonished his hearers that the
time for vote buying in New Mexico was past and gone
forever.
Such was the idealism of the new Governor, and such
was the reception he received in the "honeymoon" period·
I
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of his political life as governor. However, fate would not
grant the fulfillment of all of his wishes, and the practical
school of politics soon withdrew its kind reception in the give
and take of conflicting forces.
One of the first problems confronting the new Governor
was the matter of appointments. In practical politics, they
are considered one of the fruits of victory; however, the
problem of appeasing all factions of the party is a difficult
one. It was even more difficult in Lindsey's case because the
appointments of his predecessor had already been made.
Lindsey stated to the press that his policy in regard to appointments would be "ability to perform the duties of the
position."
In his appointments Governor Lindsey stayed on middle
ground. He took the position that he was governor of all the
people of New Mexico. His designations included progressive
Republicans, old line Republicans, and Democrats. It was his
desire to promote harmony and to minimize political and
factional strife.
Such a desirable objective, however, could not be accomplished in the realm of practical politics. As predicted, party
friction between the two wings of the Republican party
developed soon after the inception of the new administration. As the administration progressed, the cleavage between
the two factions within the Republican ranks continued to
grow. The Governor seems to have made a conspicuous effort
to harmonize the factions-but without success. There is no
evidence that he sponsored an active opposition to any element within the party. On the other hand, there is ample
evidence that he took pains to extend recognition and consideration to all. Nevertheless, one is led to believe that as
the administration progressed the gap grew wider-that
the opposition to the Governor from the old line element
grew stronger.
The intra-party strife was by no means the paramount
problem of the Lindsey administration. It was overshadowed
by the entry of the United States into World War I. It was
in the war effort that the Governor exhibited unwavering
patriotism and tireless effort. With the aid of his indefatig-
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able energy, New Mexico placed high in the rank of states
.for war contributions. His war actions took various forms:
he promoted military and civilian activities, made challenging speeches and proclamations, and promoted interstate
and federal co-operation.
One of the Governor's primary war efforts was his interest and aid to the National Guard. Wheri the National
Guardsmen returned from the Mexican border, they were
, given an eloquent tribute by the Governor. But the new
war left little time for glorifying deeds of the past; immediate action had to be taken to meet the coming emergency.
The federal government called the National Guard into service again on April 21, 1917. There were eighty-eight men,
under the oath of the Defense Act, from New Mexico. It
hoped to bring the Guard back to war strength by a program of voluntary recruitment. This method progressed so
slowly, however, that the regular army officers seriously
considered abandonment of the attempt and mustering out
of those already recruited. It was then that Governor Lindsey stepped into the picture by appointing Captain James
Baca as adjutant general and issuing an executive order
whereby the state, out of the public defense fund, would bear
the cost of a state recruitment program. The, recruiting
progressed so rapidly that by the middle of June the New
Mexico National Guard was at full war strength.
Another military activity that received more than average attention from the state executive was the organization
of the home guard. While expansion of the program was yet
in the embryo, Lindsey sent a request to the S~cretary of
War for 3,000 rifles and 60,000 rounds of ammunition for
arming them. When definite federal plans were evolved,
Lindsey appointed Adjutant General James Baca as th~
commanding officer. The Governor then urged that the organization be formed and maintained on a state-wide basis.
As soon as the Portales unit was in operation, he joined it
as "Buck Private" Lindsey and was measured for a uniform
that was without "gold lace."
After the formal declaration of war, the Governor gave
even more freely of his time and energy to improve morale
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and to strengthen the fighting qualities of the state. One of
his first actions was to recommend to all municipal and
county officers that they prepare a list of the names of all
males between the ages of eighteen and forty-five, in the
area of their jurisdiction, so that they might be used in
event of a selective draft. He also called a conference of the
legislative leaders of the state to discuss the steps that might
be taken to insure full co-operation in the war effort.
After the passage of the selective service act and the
designation of June 5 as registration day, the Governor did
all in his power to assure full co-operation. In a release to
the press, he urged all counties to make "Draft Day" a holiday, to be celebrated in "a serious spirit of consecration."
He suggested that local welcoming and reception committees
greet the registrants and create an atmosphere of reverence
and respect for them. He asked the committees to pin badges
on those registering with the words, "The Colors Call: I
Have Answered." He also recommended special patriotic
services in the churches on Sunday, June 3, emphasizing
the slogan, "The world must be made safe for democracy."
Fearing that not enough New Mexico soldiers were taking
the optional federal insurance, the Governor wrote to the
commanding officers of the camps in which there were New
Mexico men, asking their aid in inducing them to do so.
He also issued a proclamation in which he asked the relatives
and friends of the New Mexico servicemen to write and wire
urging them to accept the federal insurance option. That
his efforts were successful can be gathered from a telegram
he received from General F. S. Strong a few days later informing him that practically all of the New Mexico soldiers
in Camp Kearny had taken out insurance, and that with the
continued influence from home all might be insured before
February 12, the deadline.
The Governor's military interest included the personal
welfare of all soldiers stationed in New Mexico. The federal
government set up a great cantonment near Deming which
it named Camp Cody. It was large enough to accommodate
30,000 soldiers at a time. Lindsey made several visits to this
camp; and on one occasion he presented $1,000 worth of
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athletic goods to the soldiers as a gift from the citizens of
New Mexico. He talked personally to many of the men; and
on his return to Santa Fe stated that their health was excellent and that their morale was splendid.
As the war and the period of military training progressed, several New Mexico men contracted tuberculosis
and were discharged. The federal government at that stage
of the war was discharging them without care and without
a pension. Governor Lindsey called it "an improper and
unfortunate situation"; and he insisted that the state must
assist them until federal aid was granted. Seventy of the
patients were admitted to the Miner's Hospital in Raton,
while the others were sent to Fort Wingate or given subsistence in their own homes.
The war ended, but the Governor's interest in the soldiers continued. Again working with the Defense Council,
county organizations were set up for the purpose of assisting the returned veteran to find employment and to rehabilitate himself to civilian life.
New Mexico's military war record, under the leadership
of Governor Lindsey, is one of which the state may well be
proud. New Mexico responded to the imperative caii for men
with her full quota and more. Out of the total number of men_
who served, 501 "were given up in the service of the country." The total number of New Mexicans in all branches of
military service was 17,251. The state "stood well above the
average" among her sister states in the number of men
contributed.
The civilian war record of the state was no less impres"'
sive. Here again, with devotion to the duties of his office
and for the cause, the Governor led the way. Immediately
following the declaration of war, he summoned a group of
leading citizens to Santa Fe to discuss the problem of
immediate preparedness for the state. The group called· to
perfect a system of preparedness represented the state's
leading industries. The individuals and the industry they
represented follow: A. D. Crile, President, State College,
farming; John M. Sully, Santa Rita, metal mining; L. A.
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Hughes, Santa Fe, banking; Dr. James A. Massie, Santa Fe,
medicine; W. A. Hawkins, El Paso, railroads; E. C. Crampton, Raton, law; Charles Springer, Cimarron, roads; James
A. French, Santa Fe, engineering; E. C. Abbott, Santa Fe,
military; G. A. Kaseman, Albuquerque, coal mining; B. M.
Cutting, Santa Fe, home guards; R. C. Reid, Roswell, taxation and revenue; R. H. Hanna, Santa Fe, Red Cross; Mrs.
R. F. Asplund, Santa Fe, federated woman's clubs; R. E.
Putney, Albuquerque, mercantile; S. B. Davis, Las Vegas,
public utilities; H. B. Karr, Albuquerque, labor; D. A.
McPherson, Albuquerque, publishers.
The program formulated and projected by these leaders
formed the basis of the activities carried on by the subsequent Defense Council which was created by the special
session of the legislature.
The Governor personally worked on many other projects
to aid the cause of food production and conservation of resources for the war effort. He held a conference with officials
of the Forest Service, and they offered "potato land" in the
forest for those who wished to aid in food production. He
made arrangements with the State Land Commissioner and
with the State Prison Warden whereby sixty convicts cultivated 1,200 acres of state land in order to produce food for
the inmates of the state penitentiary. In a letter to hotel
proprietors, he urged them to boost the pinto bean, serving
it rather than imported beans. On every occasion possible,
he urged the planting of home and school gardens. Again
leading the way, he rented a vacant lot in Santa Fe on which
he and his family cultivated a garden that produced a bountiful harvest.
Correlating with the Governor's food production program, was his effort at food conservation. Fundamentally a
prohibitionist, the war gave him added incentive to sponsor
its cause. His connection with state-wide prohibition gives
him a claim to a place in the history of the state. Although
it had been customary to serve liquors at state dinners, it
was not permitted while he was the chief executive. He
made many speeches for the cause of prohibition. During
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his administration, New Mexico became the twenty-seventh
"dry" state in the Union following the adoption of the constitutional amendment making prohibition nation-wide ..
The civilan war effort of New Mexico included the support of the various war drives and the purchase of government bonds. The Governor took a very active part in assisting
all organizations. For the purpose of raising money for
purchasing "Smileage" books for the soldiers at Camp Cody,
he participated in a benefit basketball game. During the
contest, which was between the Fats and the Leans, "Lindsey
made a remarkable throw into the basket from a stepladder
for the Fats." The Leans won the game, but the Governor
had made his contribution.
After many individual drives, a combined United War
Fund drive was suggested. Accordingly, two hundred workers. gathered in Albuquerque at a state convention to plan
the campaign. Lindsey presided and aided in the organization of the new plan. This fund-raising campaign was also
successful.
In its support of Liberty Bond purchases, New Mexico
made a unique record. Under the direction of Governor
Lindsey the State of New Mexico, in October 1917, invested
the sum of $381,300 in Liberty Bonds. This was the first
action of the kind undertaken by any state rin the Union.
When the drive opened to the public, the Governor spoke at
a patriotic rally and touched off the Liberty Loan fire in
front of the Old Palace in Santa Fe. His interest and enthusiasm persisted throughout all of the drives, whether
for individual organizations or for the state. By the end of
the war, the state of New Mexico had $750,000 worth of its
funds invested in Liberty Bonds.
The Governor became greatly concerned when he learned
that some of_ the bonds owned by individuals were being
used for speculative purposes. In order to counteract this
practice, he issued a press release in which he called upon
the people of the state "to repudiate the sharks" who were
endeavoring to swindle the public_ out of Liberty Bonds by
making them the objects of speculation. He warned the
citizens not to have any trade dealings with Liberty Bonds
I
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as the basis. In vigorous language he declared that stockjobbing in the bonds of the nation was "pro-German."
In all drives for contributions and loans pertaining to the
war, New Mexico made a splendid record. The records show
that the people over-subscribed every Liberty Loan quota
and that the quotas for Red Cross, Salvation Army, Knights
of Columbus, Y. M. C. A. and other accredited war relief
organizations also received large over-subscriptions.
During the Lindsey administration and the war, there
were naturally some federal-state relationships and some
out-of-state contacts. When the United States entered the
European conflict, fear was current in the southwest that
we might also become involved in a war with Mexico.
Prompted by that possibility, the Governor urged the federal
government to build a modern highway between Amarillo
and El Paso. This road, he maintained, was necessary because of the inadequate transportation lines extending south
and southwest reaching the Mexican border from the central
United States, and the liability of their congestion in event
of a demand for the rapid transfer of troops and munitions
of war to the border. He pledged his co-operation in the
project if the authorities deemed it wise to carry out the plan.
Similarly, when the food crisis seemed to be severe,
Lindsey urged the federal transportation authorities to build
a railroad from Farmington to Gallup for an outlet of the
food products of northwestern New Mexico and southwestern Colorado. He pointed out that much food was going
to waste in the San Juan Valley because of lack of marketing
facilities. When no federal action was taken on this matter,
he urged federal assistance for a highway from the San Juan
Valley through Cuba to Santa Fe. But here again federal
aid was not forthcoming.
In the fuel crisis during the war, the request for aid
came from the federal authorities to the states rather than
from the states to the federal authorities. In this matter
the Governor of New Mexico assisted the federal government to the fullest extent. He issued a special proclamation
on the subject; and he visited the coal mining districts at
Raton, Dawson, Cerrillos, Gallup, and Carthage in order to
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talk personally to the miners about the importance of boosting production.
Concern for the New Mexico soldiers by Governor Lindsey also brought contacts with federal authorities. He was
proud of his state; and he wished for her soldiers to serve
in a unit to be known as the New Mexico regiment. Seeing
that the men were being distributed among the regiments of
other states and fearing that they would lose their identity,
he wired Secretary of War Baker suggesting a New Mexico
regiment. His request received careful consideration, but
could not be granted in its entirety.
Another contact was made with federal authorities by
the Governor when it was reported that New Mexico soldiers
were being discriminated against because they could not
speak the English language. On one of his visits to Camp
Kearny, he requested that the men should receive proper
treatment and advancement regardless of their racial backgrounds. One result of this request was that schools of
instruction in the English language were formed for those
who could not speak the language.
Lindsey received several national recognitions during
the war. He was appointed as a member of the advisory
board of the All American Association. Its objectives were
to foster agricultural preparedness, increased acreage, conservation, good roads, elimination of get rich schemes, and
the general promotion of economy and· efficiency during
the war. This appointment was due, in a large measure, to
the record that New Mexico was making in its war effort.
The Governor was invited both to attend and to speak
at a conference of the National Security League held in
Chicago in February, 1918. The purpose of the conference
was largely to stimulate and to continue to promote the
program of education civic preparedness. He appeared on
the speaking program along with such notables as former
President Taft, Elihu Root, Frank 0. Lowden, and Dr.
Robert McElroy. In his talk Lindsey explained the adopted
plan of New Mexico's civilian war program. While in Chicago
he also gave a patriotic address to one of the Chic_ago high
schools on Washington's birthday.
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Upon his return from the conference, Lindsey offered
suggestions to various state organizations from time to time.
The warning that he brought back from the conference was
that we must not be persuaded to accept a premature peace.
He urged New Mexico organizations to be on guard for
propaganda of such a nature.
'
The last official out-of-state contact of Governor Lindsey's, of importance, was his trip to Washington, D. C., and
to Annapolis, Maryland. His purpose in visiting the former
place was to secure compensation from the government for
expenditures that the state had made at the College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts and at the University for
the training of soldiers in the Student's Army. Training
Corps. At the latter place, he attended the conference of
governors. The efforts of the Governor were in part successful.
Governo:r Lindsey spent a great deal of time during his
administration making promotional speeches and writing
some articles. Near the close of his administration he wrote
an article for the press which might well be termed a
treatise on good government. The article was a resume of
the work accomplished in his administration that, in his
estimation, could be classified as "good government." Among
these accomplishments he included: state-wide prohibition,
the secret or Australian ballot, state budget, workmen's
compensation, consolidated rural schools, highway construction, and,a state council of defense for the promotion of war
activities.
In addition to his speeches and articles, the Governor also
issued many proclamations in the course of his duty as chief
executive. The subjects of the proclamations covered a wide
area, but the majority of them were made in an effort to,
promote the state's war activities. The great number of
them issued, and the sincerity of their tone, indicate his
loyalty and devotion to the cause of freedom and democratic_
government.
During the Lindsey administration, naturally, other
,problems arose besides those connected with the prosecution
of the state's war activities. Among these problems were
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two of a fiscal nature. One was the accumulation of tax
arrears since statehood in the various counties. In an effort
to improve this condition, the Governor appealed to all
county treasurers stressing the importance of the collection
of tax arrears. He also addressed a communication to all
county attorneys urging more prompt collections in order to
maintain the credit of the state. In this communication he
pointed out to them that the average collection for all
counties of the state in 1915 was only eighty-one per cent.
A few days after the two communications had been sent,
the Governor began to receive reports from over the state
informing him that immediate action had been taken in
various counties. The county officials of Curry and Roosevelt
reported that their collection record had always been good
and that at the present time the collections were ninetyseven and ninety-five per cent respectively.
Another fiscal problem of the Lindsey administration
was the Kelly bond fraud. When Congress passed the Enabling Act for New Mexico, one of its stipulations provided
that the new state should assume the debts and liabilities of
the territory and,of its various counties. Some of these bonds
were re-negotiated and were handled by W. G. and H. B.
Kelly, bond brokers, of Kansas City, Missouri. By the time
of the Lindsey administration, these brokers had collected,
fraudulently, approximately $70,000 of the state's money.·
On his second day in office Lindsey sensed that some of
the bonds were bogus and refused to sign their interest
warrants. A subsequent audit made of the issue of Series
"C" bonds by H. C. Reid and A. E. James for the State
Taxpayers Association disclosed the fraudulent extraction
of approximately $70,000 from the funds of the state.
Thereupon, the Governor appointed James M. Hervey, Roswell attorney, as the state's special counsel to prosecute the
case. The case, State of New Mexico v. William G. Kelly,
dragged through the Lindsey administration; and after a
conviction, appeal, and denial, it was finally settled in September of 1921. The final outcome was a recovery of the
state funds and a penitentiary sentence for Kelly.
The last public utterance of Lindsey as governor of New
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Mexico was given at the inauguration of his successor. In
this address he pledged his support to the new governor and
urged his audience to 'rededicate their lives to the task of
sustaining and promoting the republican form of government.
Laws of His Administration
Lindsey's legislature, the third legislature of the State
of New Mexico, had a Republican majority. The register
for the session records that the Senate was composed of
fourteen Republicans and ten Democrats. Each of the chairmen of the nineteen standing committees was a member
of the Republican party. The House Journal of the session
shows that of its forty-nine members, twenty-nine were
registered as Republicans, nineteen as Democrats, and one
as an Independent Republican. The speaker of the House
of Representatives for the session was W. H. H. Llewellyn
of Doiia Ana County.
The third legislature was in session from January 9,
1917, to March 10,1917. During the early days of the session,.
the illness of Governor de Baca hung like a pall over the
members and little was accomplished. Soon after de Baca's
death the new Governor, in his "maiden" political speech,
proposed to the members of the legislature a program of
action for the remainder of the session. The talk outlined a
progressive, non-partisan policy and indicated that 1the
Governor would attempt to play a leading role in seeking its
fulfillment. In the remaining twenty days of the regular
session, he took an active part in attempting to get his
program through the legislature.
The third· legislature passed one hundred and fifteen
laws, fourteen joint resolutions, four joint memorials, and
voted to submit three proposed constitutional amendments
to the people. Although not all of the party pledges or the
Governor's recommendations were approved, the legislature's actions went far toward consummating the wishes of
the progressive people of New Mexico.
The major laws provided for special treatment of juvenile delinquents, creation of cqunty school boards, the setting

/
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up of state machinery in order to receive the various federal
aids, a state budget, workmen's compensations, and the
creation of a board of commissioners for the promotion of
uniform legislation.
The greatest disappointment of the third legislature to
Lindsey was its failure to provide for· an amendment for
woman's suffrage. Estimates of the accomplishment of the
third legislature varied. The Portales Valley News observed
that, "The third legislature has adjourned. It can not be said
. that it was either better or worse than its predecessors,
neither will it go down in history as having given evidence
of great profundity." The New Mexican drew the conclusion
that, "The house averaged rather more incompetent than
most of its predecessors, while the senate averaged up well."
The Governor defended the record of his legislature.
Speaking before a convention of the New Mexico Cattle
Growers Association in Albuquerque, he stated that it had
been progressive, and had to a large extent reflected the
wishes of the people. He prophesied that one single act,
the budget law, would be of much more value to the state
than the entire cost of the legislature.
Soon after the close of the third legislature, our entry
into the European war appeared imminent. Governor Lindsey kept in close touch with international developments, and
stood ready to call a special session of the state legislature
the moment the necessity became apparent. Immediately
after our declaration of war, he called a meeting of the
leaders of the legislature to discuss the advisability of a
special session. The result of this meeting was a decision to
delay the call of a session until the national government had
organized its program on more concrete lines.
In the meantime, the Governor, on his own initiative,
appointed a war committee composed of leading citizens of
the state. This group was called to the state capitol to discuss
and to outline a tentative program of action to get the state
on an immediate war basis. The committee, recognizing the
lack of laws and funds necessary for the mobilization and
use of the state's resources in time of war, urged the Governor to call a special session ·of the legislature.
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In response to this request, the Governor, on April 26,
issued a proclamation calling the third legislature to meet
in special session, May 1, for the purpose of enabling the
state to "provide for its own defense and .to assist the United
States in the prosecution of the war."
The special session of the legislature convened on May 1
and remained in session until May 8, 1917. In the spa~e of
eight days, measures were passed which put the state on a
war basis. The session passed seven laws, three joint memorials, and one joint resolution. Five of the measures
largely shaped and guided the future war activities of the
state. The actions of the legislature followed closely the
pattern charted for it by the Governor and his war committee.
The law of the special session which consumed most of
the Governor's time and energy after its passage was Chapter Five. This was the act which provided for the public
defense and carried with it an appropriation of $750,000 to
be administered by the Governor with a State Council of
Defense in an advisory capacity. As stipulated by law, the
Governor appointed the following members to the Council:
Charles Springer, Colfax County; Robert E. Putney, Bernalillo County; B. C. Hernandez, Rio Arriba County; C. R.
Brice, Chaves County; Eduardo M. Otero, Valencia County;
W. A. Hawkins, Otero County; John M. Sully, Grant
County; Secundino Romero, San Miguel County; and Eufracio Gallegos, Union County.
These men were the same group that had served on Lindsey's war committee and that had aided him in drawing a
legislative program for the special session. Their immediate
confirmation by the Senate indicated the approval of their
program.
The activities of the Council of Defense took many and
various forms. One of its greatest contributions was in its
promotion of war bond drives. In every Liberty Loan
campaign during the war New Mexico went "over the top."
In the field of agriculture and food production, the work of
the council was of tremendous importance. Here, again, it
was a successful story of the increase in production, due in
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a large measure to the stimulation by the Council. The New
Mexico wheat production in 1916 amounted to 2,104,000
bushels, while in 1918 it was 3,334,000 bushels. The total
number of bushels of corn produced in 1916 was 2,625,000,
while in 1918 it was 4,250,000. The production of potatoes,
likewise, showed a tremendous increase. In 1916 the st~te
produced 816,000 bushels. This number was increased by
1918 to 1,276,000. The Bureau of Crop Estimates cr.edited
this large increase in production mainly to the sale and
distribution of seed, by the Council, on a credit-sales plan.
The publicity department of the Council was created in
May, 1917, and on July 10, 1917, the New Mexico War News
was ushered into existence. The paper was issued weekly
for the purpose of keeping the public alerted and informed
as to all war activities. It was designed, however, to circulate principally among county agricultural agents, county
financial agents, and others identified with the agricultural
campaign of the Council of Defense.
The New Mexico Blue Book of 1919 lists many· other
important activities of the Council. Some of these include
the destruction of predatory animals, the conservation of
gasoline, assisting miners and stockmen to get railroad cars,
keeping a record of all New Mexico soldiers, aid in registering alien enemies, legal aid to soldiers, and the distribution
of posters for the Federal ·Government.

Failure to Win Renomination
Governor Lindsey had always been identified with the
progressive whig of the Republican party. His nomination
for lieutenant-governor in 1916 was due primarily to the
fact that the regular Republicans wished to reconcile the
progressive element in the party. In a very close election
he won the office over his Democratic opponent, Governor
W. C. McDonald, while his running-mate, Holm 0. Bursum,
representing the regular faction of the party, was defeated
by E. C..de Baca. Upon the latter's death on February 18,
1917, Lindsey was elevated to the governorship.
The legislature was of a Republican majority, and with
the regular Republicans predominating, R. L. D. McAllister,
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staff correspondent of the Albuquerque Journal, wrote:
"That this is another 'Bursum legislature' is generally conceded . . . . Although twice defeated for governor, the
Socorro County man is today the dominant force in the
councils of his party."
.
During Governor de Baca's illness, a Las Vegas attorney, Elmer Veeder, who was a prominent Democrat, acted as
his legal advisor. He was much disliked by the regular
Republicans, and some of them wished to have Lindsey
become acting governor. He, however, would have no part
in this plan. The Journal gave the following comment on
the incident: "In the first place, the active co-operation of
Washington E. Lindsey himself would be necessary to the
consummation of this plan, and everything that Mr. Lindsey
has said and done since he went into office negatives the idea
that he would lend himself to a scheme to deprive Governor
de Baca of any of the rights or powers of his office."
When Lindsey became governor, he was exceedingly
popular with the people, including the Democratic party.
"But," warned the Albuquerque Journal, "he has always
been identified with the progressive wing of his party and
he was one of the Republicans who, revolted in the first
campaign and helped overthrow the man whose runningmate he became in the next campaign." The Journal then
went on to predict that the new Governor was " . . . likely
to run against a snag of large proportions."
In his first speech as governor, given to the Republican
state central committee, Lindsey voiced anything but a
machine-type· political program. Among other things, he
advocated: appointments on merit, woman's suffrage, a
cessation of vpte buying, and more popular participation in
government.
Soon after this address, the New Mexican stated that
·there were rumors that the old guard -was holding off on
platform legislation until certain appointments had been
made. It stated further that Bursum had a candidate for the
superintendency of the penitentiary. This position was considered the choicest political "plum"· of all appointments.
The Journal stated that the man most frequently mentioned
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for the pqsition was Senator Aniceto Abeyta, of Socorro, a
close political and personal friend of Bursum.
On March 7, 1917, Governor Lindsey appointed, and the
Senate later confirmed, Thomas Hughes of Albuquerque as
superintendent of the state penitentiary. Hughes was a progressive Republican who had formerly been county chair. man of Bernalillo County, and who, according to the New
M exicam, had "reflected credit upon his comrrion sense and
decency" by breaking with a number of old guard bosses in
the last campaign.
Another appointment of Lindsey's that did not enhance
party harmony was that of Theodore Roualt to the position
of state game warden. Governor de Baca had appointed
Dennis Chaves to the position, and the office had traditionally
gone to a Spanish-American. The regular Republicans hoped
to follow the tradition in order to appease that faction within
their party. Lindsey, however, did not choose to pay any
attention to such traditional distinctions in making his
appointments. He withdrew de Baca's nominee, and replaced it with the .a-ppointment of Theodore Roualt, of Las
Cruces~

During the third legislature several situations arose that
tended to widen the cleavage between the Governor and
the predominating faction of , the Republicans. Lindsey
urged the legislature to submit a progressive woman's suffrage amendment. He made a sincere effort to get the
proposal through that body, but his efforts were in vain.
Despite the fact that both parties were bound by platform
pledges to submit to the voters of the state a woman's suffrage amendment, no such action was taken. Feeling against
woman's suffrage was strong, especially among SpanishAmerican members of both parties. When the measure was
brought to a vote in the House, they were practically unanimous in their opposition to it. Their opposition, no doubt,
was the reason the old line Republican leadership did not
choose to push the measure.
Another situation that arose during the third session
that widened the cleavage was the Texas boundary suit bill.
The Republican leaders had drawn a bill for an appropria-
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tion of $50,000 for the prosecution of the suit, and had
designated 0. A. Larrazolo as chief counsel. Larrazolo had
been a leading Democrat in New Mexico politics until his
withdrawal from the party in 1911: Three times before this
action, he had been nominated by the Democrats as candidate for delegate to Congress. He was defeated each time by
the Republican candidate. After his last defeat, he announced his withdrawal from the party, and gave as the
main reason for his action the accusation that the Democratic party was discriminating against his race.
. Larrazolo immediately joined the Republican party, and
there he received a warm welcome. In 1916 he was a strong
contender for the Republican nomination for the Supreme
Court, but did not win the position. The old line Republicans
were aware of his political stz:ength and sought to pay him
a "political debt" by incorporating his name in the boundary
suit bill.
Governor Lindsey contacted the legislative leaders and
intimated that he would withhold his signature .fro'm the
bill unless the names of Larrazolo and other attorneys were
eliminated from it. According to the Albuquerque Journal,
the 'Democrats and the Chief Executive forced the elimination of Larrazolo's name and reduced the amount of the
appropriation to $35,000 before it became a law. This a!!tion
of the Governor, no doubt, had the effect of further alienating him from the regular Republicans and from the Spanishspeaking people.
A new source of friction arose during the special session
of the legislature. It occurred in the formulation of the
public defense act. The New Mexican charged in an editorial
that the Republican machine wished " . . . to establish a
regiment of state cavalry at an expense of hundreds of thousands of dollars in order to provide sinecures for political
lame ducks and help build up the political machine." When,
after a stubborn fight, the public defense act was finally
passed it carried no provision for a "useless" state cavalry.
The first important .move leading toward the selection
of a Republican candidate for governor in the 1918 campaign occurred when Senator Albert B. Fall visited Santa
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Fe in August, 1918. This visit was the occasion for a meeting
of state Republican leaders. Bursum and Springer conferred
with Fall at length, and a short conference was held with
Governor Lindsey. One point emphasized as a result of this
conference was that if the United States was to be assured
of a Republican majority in the Senate, New Mexico must
re-elect Albert B. Fall.
A few days after Fall left Santa Fe, the New Mexican
charged that the Republican state ticket had been handpicked by the Republican leaders. It stated that there " . . .
seems to be a sort of disposition to let the leaders agree on
the ticket and then everybody pretend to like it regardless
and claim it represents the best brew of harmony on tap in.
these sugarless days."
Other results of the conference of state Republican leaders came to light. On August 30, 1918, Fall's campaign plans
· were announced. One was that, upon Fall's insistence, Holm
0. Bursum would manage his campaign.
But the" . . . recent pow-wow of Fall state-fixers failed
to fix everybody," said the Santa Fe New Mexican. It went
on to state that a movement had been started to secure the
Republican state chairmanship for A. W. Pollard of Deming,
and that Lindsey was expected to become a candidate to
succeed himself.
The prediction was not long in forthcoming. In a press
release on August 10, Lindsey formally announced his candidacy. The ·announcement was addressed "To The Republicans of New Mexico." In regard to the announcement, the
New Mexican commented, "The sage at classic Three Rivers,
the bucolic sheep fancier of Socorro, and other estimable ·
'conference moguls' _have had a pretty dilemma put up to
them."
In his announcement, the Governor reviewed his administration and projected a platform on which he sought the
nomination. He mentioned the enactment of the prohibition
amendment and pledged the enforcement of the law to the
limit. He· pledged faithful execution of the budget law, the
workmen's compensation law, and other measures passed by
the legislature. He promised support and encouragement to
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the public schools, and a thorough investigation and prose7
cution of the Kelly bond case. He assured his .party that
the entire force of the administration would be put behind
the war and that every effort would be made to assist the
United States in securing a victorious peace. He called his
record "an open book" and stated that the records of his
office the past two years was the best and only criterion on
which to wage the campaign.
One effect of the Governor's announcement was that it
increased the activity of the regular Republicans in lining
up delegates for the forthcoming convention. In order to
offset some of the "behind the scene" activity,. Lindsey
reasserted his candidacy in a second release to the press.
The Republican state central committee held a meeting
at Santa Fe during the latter part of August. Bursum presided at the sessions in which, according to the New M exican, Lindsey made a plain bid for the nomination for governor. It went on to say that he was given a surprisingly
liberal hand considering the general opinion that the majority of the committee- was opposed to his nomination.
Two weeks later a number of Republican leaders, including state chairman George Craig,· Charles Springer, and
R. 0. Bursum, held an imp9rtant unofficial meeting in Albuquerque. They had received letters from Senator Fall during
the past ten days advising them that a Spanish-American
must be the nominee for governor in order to insure a
Republican victory. They had also been informed that Fall
had sent word more or less directly to Lindsey \that if a
Spanish-American did not receive the vote of the convention, he would support Lindsey; but that he felt a SpanishAmerican should have the nomination.
In the meantime, the Democratic party held its state
convention and nomil}ated Felix Garcia, of Rio Arriba
County, as candidate for governor. '"While Governor Lindsey was a candidate for the nomination to succeed himself,"
said the Albuquerque Journal, "it was known from the
moment the Democrats nominated Felix Garcia that he
would not receive the nomination."
The Democrats, conscious of the Republican intra-part~
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strife, played it for what ,it was worth. Seemingly sensing
who would be the Republican nominee, their· resolutions
condemned the Texas boundary suit appropriation, especially "the gift of $7,500 in payment of a political debt."
Their temporary chairman, Neill B. Field, in his keynote
speech, after praising Governor Lindsey and the Democratic
minority for having kept the Republicans from dissipating
a large portion of the defense appropriation for a state
cavalry, said: "I wonder if they will show their gratitude by
renominating him for the office-not for some other office
where he will be powerless to stand between them and their
schemes, but for the office of governor, which I am frank
to say, I think he has executed with fidelity and with as much
efficiency as was possible under the restraining hands of the
leaders of the Republican organization."
The Republican state convention opened in Santa Fe on
October 2. While visiting among the delegates, Lindsey told
them that he had come as a delegate from his home county,
and that he was "prepared to play the game according to
the rules." The keynote address was given by Bur~um, the
temporary chairman. In his address the speaker dealt
largely with national issues. He was extremely generous
in his praise of the accomplishments and qualifications of
Senator Albert B. Fall in fitting into the national picture.
In regard to Lindsey, Bursum said: "Governor Lindsey has
given to the people of New Mexico a clean, honest, and fearless administration. He is entitled to appreciation for the
faithful and efficient administration of public affairs relative to the governor's office."
When the time arrived for the presentation of candidates
for governor, James M. Hervey, of Roswell, presented the
name of Governor Lindsey. He termed him as a "great war
governor" with a record of an administration that was
"honest, fearless, and fair." The presentation was seconded
by delegate Jack Wilcox, of Roosevelt County, who said that
Lindsey would carry that solidly Democratic county.
Charles Spiess, of San Miguel County, presented the
name of 0. A. Larrazolo "amid much applause." After lauding his candidate, Spiess said that he was a friend of Gover-
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nor Lindsey, but did not believe that the Governor was the
strongest candidate.
On the first ballot, the convention nominated Larrazolo
for governor. He received 852, votes while Lindsey was given
118. Lindsey carried Chaves, De Baca, Lea, Luna, Quay,
and Roosevelt Counties. The remaining votes which he received came from counties scattered throughout the state.
Lindsey's failure to get the Republican nomination for
governor in 1918 was the greatest disappointment of his
life. According to one of.his close friends, "It grieved him to
his death." He always felt that he had given an energetic,
effiCient, and honest administration. That it was not due to
lack of merit, but because he did not cater to the bosses that
they saw to it that he was not renominated. He always f~lt
that if he could have carried his cause to the people in a
primary election he would have been successful. In analyzing
the reason he did not serve again, one is lead to believe that
it was due to a combination of ·forces. In the first place,
Lindsey was of the progressive wing of the Republican
party. Up until the time of his nomination for the lieutenantgovernorship in 1916, he had opposed Holm 0. Bursum and
other regular Republicans. The friction between the two
elements of the party continued during his administration.
Secondly, Lindsey stood for more popular participation in
government, such as the direct primary, initiative, referendum, recall, and woman's suffrage. These measures were
not acceptable to most of the Spanish-Americans and to the
large commercial interests that were supporting the Republican party. In the third place, the Republicans felt that in
order to insure a complete Republican victory in New Mexico, a Spanish-American must head the state ticket. Albert
Fall wished to win re-election to the United States Senate,
and he put pressure upon the state Republican leaders to
give the gubernatorial position to a Spanish-American. For
this position, 0. A. Larrazolo was the logical man. He was a
close friend of Senator Fall, a man of ability, a gifted
speaker, and an· outspoken champion of the Spanish-speaking people.
After his governorship, Lindsey continued to play a
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minor role in New Mexico politics. He gave counsel at all
times to the Roosevelt County Republican organization and
attended all state Republican conventions. In 1924, he was a
delegate from New Mexico to the Republican national convention in Cleveland, Ohio.
Most of Lindsey's time and energy, however, were expended along lines other than political. After the close of his
administration, he maintained a law office in Albuquerque
for a short time, but soon returned to Portales to his former
law and real estate office. ;
In conclusion, while Lindsey lacked the quality of dynamic leadership and the full confidence of his party, one can
hardly deny that his absolute honesty, his unwavering
patriotism, his devotion to pppular democratic government,
and his pioneering and progressive spirit enabled him to
play an important role in the development of the young state
of New Mexico.
(The End)

CHECKLIST OF NEW MEXICO PUBLICATIONS
By WILMA LOY SHELTON
(Continued)
1940

.
.
J;m. 13-Finish relief fund day. dated 12/28/39.
Feb. !-Social hygiene day. dated 1/30.
Feb. 5-10-Sheep and wool week. dated 1/13.
Feb. 12-22-National Americanism week. dated 3/9.
Feb. 18-25-Social security week. dated 2/14.
Mar. 4-Lordsburg declared a city. 2p. dated 3/4.
Mar. 7-0n taking of the census. dated 3/7.
Mar. 10-17-Save your vision week. dated 3/4.
Mar. 17-24-Wildlife conservation week. dated 2/29.
Mar. 22-Good Friday. dated 3/21.
Apr.-Cancer control month. dated 4/1.
Apr. 14-21-Parent teacher week. dated 4/2.
Apr. 15-20-Kindness to animals week. dated 4/18.
Apr. 23-Grasshopper emergency. dated 4/23.
May 1-7-State employment week.
May 5-11-National music week. dated 4/30.
May 17-25-National cotton week. dated 4/30.
May 12-17-Radio festival week. dated 5/1.
May 12-Hospital day. dated 5/8.
May 18-World good will day. dated 4/30.
May 18-24-World good will week.
May 19-1 am an American day. dated 5/18.
May 20-25-"This work pays your community week." dated 5/15:
June 2-"Little boy blue day." dated 5/6.
June 2-8-National hotel week.
June 8-14-Flag week. dated 6/5.
July 1-7-Dental hygiene week. dated 6/24.
Aug. 18-25-N. M. Products week. dated 8/8.
Sept. 7-Primary election. 7p. dated 7/1.
Sept. 30-Call for special session. dated 9/13.
Sept. 22-28-N. M. Truck safety week. dated 9/8.
Oct. 6-12-National business women's week. dated 10/3.
Oct. 6-12-Fire prevention week. dated 10/3.
Oct. 16-Registration day. dated 9/25.
, Dec. 17-Pan American aviation day. dated 12/3.

1941
Jan. 17-24-National thrift week.
Feb. 3-10-Sheep and wool week. dated 1/15.
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Feb. 12-22-National defense week. 2p. dated 2/12.
Feb. 28-Quarantine of cattle against certain counties in Texas.
3p. dated 2/28.
Mar. 9-14-School bus safety week. dated 2/17.
Mar. 23-30-Beef week. dated 2/17.
Mar. 25-Greek war relief association day. dated 3/12.
Mar. 29-Radio movin' day. dated 3/7.
Apr. 11-Good Friday. dated 4/10,
Apr. 14-19-Parent-teacher week. dated 3/28.
Apr. 14-20-Golden rule week. dated 4/12.
Apr. 20-Little boy blue day. dated 4/14.
Apr. 20-26-Kindness to animals week. dated 4/15.
May 4-10-Navy aviation week. dated 4/28.
May 4-11-National music week. dated 4/23.
May 4-11-Employment week. dated 4/25.
May 4-11-Fire prevention week. ·
May 12-Hospital day. dated 5/1.
May 16-24-National cotton week. dated 5/13.
May 18-I am an American day. dated 4/22; ·
June 7-Registration day. dated 5/28.
June 8-14-Flag week. dated 5/27.
June 15-29-N. M. Flying cadet week.
July !-Second registration. dated 6/12.
July 14-21-Aid to British labor week. dated 6/25.
July 24-National defense day. dated 7/12.
Sept. 20-Cattle quarantine lifted. dated 9/20.
Oct. 1-7-Aspen week. dated 8/20.
Oct. 5-11-Fire prevention week. dated 10/24.
Oct. 5-11-National business women's week. dated 10/6.
Oct. 26-Nov. 1-Food for freedom. dated 10/21.
Nov. 2-9-N. M. Home builders week. dated 6/1.
Nov. 9-15-American education week. dated 10/20.
Nov. 11-16-Civilian defense. dated 10/29.
Dec. 8-"Emergency existing" proclamation. dated 12/8.
Dec. 15-Bill of rights day. dated 11/26.
1942
Jan. 1-Good neighbor day.
Jan. 12-Silver dollar week. dated 1/8.
Feb. 4-Social hygiene day.
Feb. 9-Day light saving time.
Feb. 16-Third registration day .. dated 1/17.
Feb. 20-Day of prayer. dated 2/4.
Feb. 22-28-Nutrition and plant for victory week. dated 2/4.
Mar. 1-7-Beef week. dated 2/24.
April-Buy coal now. dated 3/24.
Apr. 3-Good Friday. dated 3/28.
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5-11-Mobilization week.
11-18-China week in N. M. dated 3/23.
13-Defense bond week. dated 4/14.
17-Victory bond week. dated 4/14.
19-25-Kindness to animals week. dated 4/13.
25-Alliance day. dated 4/17.
27-Fourth registration day. dated 4/3.
1-Day of prayer. dated 4/23.
2----:Navy relief day. dated 4/24.
3-9-National employment week. dated 4/21.
3-10-National music week. dated 4/15.
12-Hospital day. dated 5/1.
15-23-National cotton week. dated 4/15.
17-I am an American day. dated 4/23.
Fire prevention. dated 5/18.
May 22-National maritime day. dated 5/7.
June-Dairy month. dated 5/29.
June 8-14-Flag week. dated 5/25.
June 12~Patriot pageant and town meeting day. dated 5/10.
June 22-Aid to Ru~sia. dated 6/18:
June 30-Fifth registration day. dated 5/8.
, July 8-16-Scrap rubber, salvage week. dated 7/7.
Aug. 22-28-Cheese week. dated 8/17.
Sept. 1-Dec. 31-National scrap harvest. dated 8/10.
Sept. 12-Calling for a primary election. 6p. dated 7/6.
Sept. 12-To fill vacancy caused by death of" Frank Butt from
Bernalillo county. dated 8/3.
Sept. 16-30-Scrap metal campaign. dated 9/11.
Sept. 22-Auto speed reduced & reduction in use of passenger
cars. dated 9/22.
Sept. 27-Victory fleet day. dated 9/21.
Oct. ·4-10-Fire prevention week. dated 9/21.
Oct. 12-18-Bible week. dated 10/6.
Oct. 19-Women for war industry. dated 10/15.
Nov. !-Optimist week. dated 10/29.
Nov. 1-15-American junior red cross membership drive. dated
10/28.
Nov. 3-Senator for 22nd district comprising Quay county to fill
vacancy caused by resignation of I. L. McAlister. dated 10/7.
Nov. 8-14-American education week. dated 10/21.
Nov. 10-Marine Corp day. dated 10/21.
Nov. 12-18-Women at war week. dated 11/9.
Dec. 2-Sixth registration of 18-19 year olds. dated 12/2.
Dec. 7-V Day. 2p. dated 11/27.
1943
Jan. 1-Good neighbor day.
Jan. 12-Farm mobi.lization day. dated 1/8.
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Jan. 15-30-0fficial campaign period for raising funds for carrying on work for crippled children. dated 1/19.
Jan. 26-McArthur Day. dated 1/16.
Feb. 3-Social hygiene day. 1/23.
Feb. 19-28-Brotherhood week. dated 2/9.
March-W AAC. Recruiting month. dated 2/26.
March and' April-Planting for victory months. dated 3/8.
March_.:._American Red Cross War fund campaign month. dated
3/3.
Mar. 12-13-Stockman's mobilization days. dated 2/17.
Mar. 25-Greek independence day. dated 3/11.
Apr. 11-17-Kindness to animals week. dated 4/10.
Apr. 13-200th anniversary of birtb of Thomas Jefferson. dated
3/29.
Apr. 14-Pan American day. dated 3/29.
June-July-Calling attention to second annual music festival. dated
4/22.
May 2-9-National music week. dated 4/15.
May 16-I am an American day. dated 3/19.
May 24-Fire prevention. dated 5/24.
June 6-Shut-ins' week. dated 5/13.
June 8-14-Flag week. dated 5/13.
June 22-Requesting the people of the state ·to acquaint themselves with air raid regulations. dated 6/22.
July-Second Records drive for fighting men. dated 7/7.
Sept. 12-18-Waves enlistment week.
Sept. 26-0ct. 3-13th Annual religious education week. dated
9/23.
Sept. 27-Dec. 7-Recruiting of women for the army. dated 9/27.
Oct.-Nov.-National ·war funds campaign months. dated 10/16.
October-Membership enrollment month for National congress of
parents and teachers. dated 9/27.
Oct. 3-9-Fire prevention. dated 10/1.
Oct. 10-16-National business women's week. dated 10/1.
Oct. 11-17-Bible week. dated 10/11.
Nov. 1-15-Red Cross enrollment time.
Nov. 7-13-American education week. dated 10/30.
Nov. 22-Annual Christmas seal sale. date 11/22.
Dec. 15-Bill of rights day. Gov. Dempsey called attention to the
necessity of conserving critical resources for the war.
Dec. 15-Waste paper salvage. dated 12/15.

1944
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

17-23-National thrift week.
18-Feb. 15-Fourth war loan month. dated 1/12.
2G-MacArthur day. dated 1/17.
SO-President's birthday and the occasion of fund raising for
national foundation for infantile paralysis. dated 1/24.
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Feb. 2-National social hygiene day. dated 1/27.
Feb. 4-6~U.S.O. days. dated 1/31.
March-WAAC recruiting month.
March-Red Cross month. dated 2/24.
April-Use eggs now month. dated 4/12.
Mar. 17-Urging waste paper collection. dated 3/17.
Apr. 2-9-Easter Seals week. dated 2/14.
Apr. 23-29-Kindness to animals week. dated 4/12.
Apr. 28-D Day as a day of prayer. dated 4/28.
May 1-Child health day. dated 4/20.
May 7-14-National and Inter-American music week. dated 4/20.
May 8-13-Fraternal week. dated 5/2.
May 11-17-Women's Army corps recruiting week. dated 5/2.
May 13-Cadet nurse corps day. dated 5/3.
May 7-14-National family week. dated 4/21.
May 21--,.-1 am an American day. dated 4/27.
May 22-Maritime day. dated 5/3.
June-Dairy month. dated 6/2.
June 4-Shut-ins' day. dated 6/2.
June 6-Public proclamation calling a primary election.
June '6-Participation in primary election. dated 5/13.
June 14-Flag day. dated 6/2.
June 15-Infantry day. dated 6/2.
June 18-French resistance day. dated 6/13.
July 10-Calling a,special session of 16th legislature. da~ed 7/1.
July 30-Wave day. dated 7/25.
Sept. 15-0ct. 15-Christmas mailing days. dated 9/9.
Sept. 24-0ct. 1-Annual religious education week.
Sept. 24-0ct. 7-Drive for clothing for the benefit of the peoples
of liberated nations. dated 9/23.
Oct. 1-N ov. !-Ambulance plane campaign month. dated 9/30.
Oct. 1-7-0ptimist week. dated 9/22.
Oct. 8-14-Fire prevention week. dated 9/23.
Oct. 8-14-National business women's week. dated 10/6.
Oct. 9-15-National Bible week. dated 10/2.
Oct. 9-Nov. 11-National war fund campaign month. dated 10/6.
Oct. 22-29-Greek liberation week. dated 10/21.
Nov. 5-11-American education week. dated 10/19.
Dec. 15-Bill of Rights day. dated 11/21.
'
Dec. 28-Seabee day. dated 12/22.
1945
Jan. 8-War price and Rationing board week. dated 1/5/45.
Jan. 17-23-National thrift week. dated 12/30/44.
Jan. 21-27-Kiwanis anniversary week; dated 1/11/45.
Jan. 29-March of dimes. dated 1/29/45.
Feb. 1-Apr. 30-War medical technician recruiting campaign.
dated 1/29/45.

'
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Feb. 3-5-U.S.O. days. dated 1/22/45.
Feb. 11-98th anniversary of birth of Thomas Alva Edison. dated
2/8/45.
Mar.-Red Cross month. dated 2/19/45.
Mar.-Easter seals month. lated 2/26/45.
Mar. 3-11-4-H club week. dated 2/27/45.
Mar. 13-"V-day." dated 3/13/45.
Mar. 19-24-Check your tires week. dated 3/15/45.
Apr. 1-30-Cancer control month. dated 4/4/45.
Apr. 1-30-United National clothing collection month. dated
4/5/45.
Apr. 6-Army day. dated 3/26/45.
Apr. 9-15-National Sunday school week. dated 4/2/45.
Apr. 13-Period of mourning for Pres. Roosevelt. dated 4/12/45.
Day of mourning-funeral services for Pres. Roosevelt. dated
4/13/45.
.
Apr. 15-21-Kindness to animals week. dated 4/5/45.
Apr. 22-28-World fellowship week. dated 4/5/45.
Apr. 22-28-Victory garden week. dated 4/12/45.
May 6-13-National music week. dated 4/16/45.
May 13--Day of prayer and thanksgiving-V.E. Day. dated
5/8/45.
May 20-1 am an American day. dated 5/1/45.
May 21-26-National Cotton week. dated 5/11/45.
May 22-National maritime day. dated 4/16/45.
June-Dairy month. dated 5/21/45.
June 3-lnternational shut-in-day. dated 5/23/45.
June 10-17-Flagweek; dated 5/21/45.
June 14-Flag day. dated 5/21/45.
June 15-Infantry day. dated 6/11/45.
August-Railroad manpower drive month. n.d.
Aug. 3-Ernie Pyle day. dated 7/26/45.
Aug. 7-Guadalcanal day. dated 8/6/45.
Aug. 12-18-Social security observance week. dated 8/6/45.
Aug. 15__:_"Victory day in New Mexico." dated 8/14/45.
Sept. 16-Mexican Independence day. dated 8/4/45.
Sept. 16-22-National American Legion membership acceleration
week. dated 9/17/45.
Sept. 17-Constitution day. dated 9/4/45.
Sept. 22-American Indian day. dated 9/4/45.
Sept. 30-National War fund Sunday. dated 9/11/45.
Sept. 30-0ct. 7-Religious education week. dated 9/22/45.
Oct. 1-8-Newspaper week. dated 10/1/45.
Oct. 4-Rural school charter day. dated 10/1/45.
Oct. 4-Recruiting. dated 10/4/45.
Oct. 7-13-National employ the physically handicapped week.
dated 10/2/45.
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Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

7-13-Fire prevention week. dated 10/2/45.
7-13-0ptimist week in New Mexico. dated 10/2/45.
7-14-National business women's week. dated 10/3/45.
11-General Pulaski's memorial day in New Mexico. dated
10/4/45.
Oct. 12-Columbus day. dated 10/8/45.
Oct. 15-21-National Bible week. dated 10/13/45.
Oct. 21-28-Natonal flower week in New Mexico. dated 10/18/45.
Oct. 27-Navy day. dated 10/16/45.
Oct. 2~-Commemoration of Theodore Roosevelt's birthday. dated
10/15/45.
Nov. 1-7-American art week. dated 11/5/45.
Nov. 7-Hot Springs is entitled to become a city and designated
as the city of Hot Springs. dated l1/7/45.
·
Nov. 10-Marine day. dated 11/6/45.
Nov. 22-Dec. 8---Calling attention to Sister Kenny Foundation
fund appeal. dated 11/20/45.
Dec. 2-8-Buy a victory bond week. dated 11/29/45.
Dec. 15-Bill of rights day. dated 11/30/45.
Dec. 22-Requests bars be closed on Dec. 25. dated 11/22/45.
1946
Jan. 17-Benjamin Franklin's birthday. dated 1/14.
Jan. 25-N. M. State guard band ordered to active duty. dated
1/24.
Jan. 30-President's birthday and March of dimes campaign.
dated 1/23.
Feb. 8-14-Boy Scout week. dated 1/15.
Feb. 11-Thomas Alva Edison Day. dated 1/30.
Mar.-Red Cross month. dated 2/21.
Mar. 10--4-H Club week. dated 2/19.
Mar. 17-23-Beef week. dated 2/19.
April 1-Public. proclamation calling primary election to be held
June 4.
·
April-Cancer control month. dated 4/3.
April 7-13-Kindness to animals week. dated 3/30.
April 14-Pan American day. dated 4/8.
April 8-14-National Sunday school week. dated 4/5.
April 14-21-Crippled children's week. dated 4/9.
April 21-27-World Fellowship week dated 4/18.
April 27-May 4-Boys and girls week. dated 4/26.
May 5-12-National music week. dated 4/26.
May 5-12-Home demonstration week. dated 4/23.
May 15-July 1-Traffic safety check program. dated 5/14.
May and June-Marching forw::trd months. dated 5/8.
(To be continued)

Notes and Documents
A NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL GUARDSMAN.
One August night in Albuquerque, in the year of 1903, from a
vacant lot on Railroad Avenue (now Central) just north of the Grant
Building came horrified cries, hilarious shouts and hysterical laughter
and hearty curses-all the healthy noises of a National Guard initiation in full form and full blast.
Jerry Nolan, a tramp printer on the Albuquerque Citizen, poked
his inquisitive nose around the corner of the Grant Building and shook
with unrefined and uncontrolled laughter.
The sight that provoked his hilarity was a group of Company G,
Duke City National Guardsmen,! viciously tossing a raw recruit in a
blanket. Just an old army custom, which many grey-haired and dignified old soldiers will recall with a shudder at the painful memory. This
was only a small part of the initiation, or harmless hazing. There were
imitations of the Indian Scalp Dance, running-the-alley-of-paddles, and
other tortures, mentally more than physically harmful.
. Jerry Nolan hung around for all the fun. He was wise to the ways
of these Wild and Woolly West boys. When the hilariously shouting
soldier boys had tossed their victim until he was dizzy and confused
and thoroughly frightened, they dumped him out into the dust and
rushed away pellmell toward the drill hall in the Grant Building, where
a pleasant dance was in progress.
The blanket-tossed recruit finally staggered over to Jerry. "I·
knew you would be in for a good old-fashioned hazing, Scoop!!, when
you told me you had joined the Territory of New Mexico National
Guard. I knew that these town boys would give a raw recruit, an Eastern tenderfoot and fresh cub reporter, the works-all the tortures they
could cook-up."
The well-initiated and shook-up guardsmen shook the dust out of
his long hair and shuddered and shivered at the thought of more to
come.
Jerry kept on laughing. "Don't get sore, Scoops," he advised. "Take
the word of an old soldier like myself. You will get tossed in plenty
/ of blankets of one kin~ or another by fun-loving folks and practical
jokers on your journey through life." How right he was.
"If I'm ever a Captain," said· Scoops, "I'll certainly get even with
this gang." (The Captaincy came thirty years later-too late.)
"Don't be a tin soldier," said Jerry. "Take the rough spots like you
enjoyed the bumps, and life will be a joyous adventure."
So the Albuquerque Citizen reporter, one C. L. (Scoops) Pancoast,
found that the blanket-tossing and severe initiation of the Guardsmen
1. The 1903 Adjutant General of Colorado was in Command of the Territory of
New Mexico National Guard.
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had hurt his pride, and soiled up his brand-new uniform, more than it
had hurt him physically. And then he hurried back into the drill-hall
ready for whatever adventure awaited him there.
· At the time I was a tenderfoot cub reporter on the Old Citizen,
the most popular and only form of amusement was hazing, playing
practical jokes, singing parodies on well-known ballads, reciting "Dangerous Dan McGrew," "The Face on the Bar-room Floor," and "The
Cremation of Sam McGee." At that time the Klondyke rush was the
big talk. I was bold enough to write a parody on Sam McGee, using
Albuquerque as a background for the popular ballad. It was called, "I
Cremated Sam McGurkie -from Albuquerkie." Here's the way the first
verse was sung: "There are strange things' done-In the Mid-night sun
-By the men who mould for gold-And the Arctic trails-Have their
secret tales-That would make your blood run cold-The Northern
Lights-Have seen queer sights-But the queerest they ever seen
workie-Was the night on the boat-On Lake Nannygoat-I cremated
Sam McGurkie-Now Sam McGurkie was from Albuquerkie-Where
the Manana Tree blooms and grows-Why he left his home in Old Town
to roam-Around the pole-The devil only knows"--etc. etc. ad finitum.
Dozens of verses, all equally as bad, followed. It was just an endurance
race for tonsils and lung power.
Company G in Albuquerque was a swell military and social outfit.
All night dances were held weekly at Grand Hall, and sometimes in
Colombo Hall, the only theater in town. In the summer of 1903 we went
into camp at Monte.zuma Hot Springs, outside of Las Vegas, and what
a great time was had by all.
We had two Companies of Cavalry from Fort Wingate, Arizona,
perfectionists in monkey-drills and trick riding. As Regimental Quarter
Master Sergeant, I was on the staff of Colonel John Borradaile, Commanding th~ Regiment. I w:as assigned to duty with the Cavalry Quarter
Master in planning all the' social events at the Montezuma Hot Springs
hotel.
One night while hobnobbing with the Arizona Cavalrymen, I was
almost persuaded to join that flashy outfit at Fort Wingate, which was
famous for their exhibition riding at the Albuquerque Territorial Fairs.
But toward morning I met some newspaper reporters from Denver. I
got leave of absence to join them on a trip over to Harvey's Ranch to
get a story of the new scenic route that was being surveyed from Las
Vegas to Santa Fe.
I was so busy getting material and pictures for the newspapers
that I forgot all about joining the Arizona Cavalry. If I had, that
would have been another story.
The following page explains how I happened to be made a Captain,
Q.M.C., retired Officer of the New Mexico National Guard.
Chalmers Lowell Pancoast
305 West 45th St.,
New York, 19, N.Y.
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(Copy)
Brigadier General Osborne C. Wood
The Adjutant General

Major Hilario A. Delgado
Assistant Adjutant' General.

OFFICE OF
THE ADJUTANT GENERAL
Santa Fe, N. M.
OCTOBER 15, 1934.
CERTIFICATE.
This is to certify that the name of CAPTAIN CHALMERS L.
PANCOAST, Q.M.C. IS a retired Officer of the New Mexico National
Guard and his name was placed on the retired list on January 1st. 1904.
Osborne C. Wood,
The Adjutant General
(copy)
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL
SANTA FE.
October 15, 1934.
Special Orders
No.
81.
3. Regimental Quartermaster Sergeant, Chalmers L. Pancoast,
First New Mexico Infantry is promoted to the grade of CAPTAIN,
Q.M.C. New Mexico National Guard on January 1, 1904, and his name
is placed upon the retired list of the New Mexico National Guard as of
that date.
BY COMMAND OF THE GOVERNOR
Osborne C. Wood
The Adjutant General.

EDITOR OF THE NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW
Dear Sir,
By Professor Worcester's article in the April number of the REVIEW, I see that he agrees with the Handbook of American Indians (B.
A. E. Bull. 30, art., Apache) in deriving the name "Apache" from the
Zufii word apachu, "enemy." May I put the case for another explanation?-namely, that the Zufii word is derived from apadje, "people,"
the name by which the Apaches of Yuman speech call themselves; that
these Apadje were, at an early period, the typical enemies of the pueblo
people; and that when the Athapascan Dine whom we know as the
Navaho arrived, they were classified as a variety of Apache.
As for the naine Apaches de (not del) Navajoo and related Spanish forms, they were taken, apparently, from the Tewa languag~not_
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unnaturally, since Benavides and other missionary writers made acquaintance with the Navaho through the Tewa. At Hano one hears the
expression (though not with special reference to the Navaho), di nava
hulu, "they make fields, or plant, in the washes"; so that in New Mexican Tewa, where lis regularly replaced by a stop, apadje di nava hu'u'i
would mean "Apache who make fields in the washes," i.e., a semiagricultural though non-irrigating variety of Apache-a reasonable
description of the Navaho practice-and might be represented in Spanish as Apachesl de Navajoo or de Navaju.
It remains to consider Benavides' assertion (Memorial, 1630, chapter "Conversion de los Apaches de Navajo"), "que aunque son de la
misma naci6n Apache que la antecedente" (i.e., as the Gila Apache)
"estrin sujetos a otro capitan mayor y tienen otro modo de vivir, porque
los de atras no ~embraban, sino que se sustentaban de caza. ..• y estos
de Navajo son mtty grandes labradores, que eso significa Navajo, sementeras grandes." In the first place, Benavides was mistaken if he
thought that what his Tewa informant gave him was a tribal name:
the Athapascan Navaho called themselves dine; "people," and the Tewa
called them njwansave. It must have been a descriptive or explanatory
phrase. Possibly the informant used a quasi-noun-phrase, navahu'u,
"arroyo, wash or canada with field or cultivable land in it" (see J., P.
Harrington, B.A.E. Ann. Rep. 29, p. 79). More probably, I think, he
used the phrase with quasi-verbal prenominal prefix di, "they make
fields in arroyos"; because (A) this fits the context-he was explaining
what these people do which constitutes a "different mode of living"
from that of the Gila Apache; they are semi-agricultural, they make
fields in arroyos; and quite probably he went on to elucidate that phrase
by reference to some large arroyo-field already known 'to Benavides,
and from this Benavides got the idea that Navajo meant "sementeras
grandes." And (B) this di accounts for "Apaches de Navajo."
Yours sincerely,
BARBARA AITKEN
Broughton, Hampshire, England
June 5, 1951

Protest Against Slanderous Charges*
Valid by the third seal for the years 1827 and 1828
Senor Honorable Political Chief:
Citizen Juan Geronimo Torres, neighbor and resident in the new
1. New Mexico Spanish, like Andalusian, being apt to suppress final s.
• Prepared for publication by Dr. Lynn I. Perrigo, Head Department of History
and Social Sciences, New Mexico Highlands University. .
See Nmw MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, April, 1951, for first installment of these
documents and for explanatory note.
[The above documents represent the second part of the series of the Torres papers.
Ed.]
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jurisdiction of Sabinal; before your lordship, subject to your pleasure,
I present myself and say: That obligated, by the necessity of defending
my honor and rights, to make' representations against the vexations
and insults which the new Alcalde of my community has inferred
against me publicly; I proceed to Your Lordship petitioning, in the
fullest way, that for the said Alcalde there may be exposed to you
his responsibility for abuse which he has made from his· superior position, compared with me, taking advantage of this in order to shame me
by word of mouth, telling me in the presence of more than a dozen
persons that I am a "rebel,"l an expression, among many of which, he
used to give vent to his resentment, and maltreating my person, which
he has been doing repeatedly, thereby degrading me with what to me
is such an insulting word; hence may you do the favor to order, if you
esteem it proper, that the aforesaid Alcalde prove to me before a public sitting of an impartial and competent tribunal, how, when and where
he has seen me commit such a serious crime, and how it is likely that
knowing it (1) he (as the sole authority of most restricted jurisdiction) has permitted that he may remain in contradiction of an attempt
at equal respectability. (2) Sir: in my poor judgment it it so irreconcilable as to believe an authority to avail himself of his office in order to
express to a citizen insults which scandalize the hearing of citizens
of honor and judgment; whose high regard I. have procured to keep in
order to merit the esteem of my co-citizens, as is public and well
known, and in consequence of this it is excessively infuriating to me
that an individual, like the citizen Alcalde Ramon Torres, whose
quarrelsome tendency has always characterized his activities, may feed
his passion and ill-will which he has for me, maltreating me publicly
with stigmatizing and insulting words in the highest degree. Wherefore
- - - - - - - ' O F YOUR HIGHNESS, I ask and beg that you may
please order, because of being the sole recourse that I now can have,
that the responsibility may be charged to the said Alcalde hereby liable
under the law of the red seal, as much over the abuse of his authority
as the proof that I am a "rebel," a point which I shall never lose sight
of until I shall see my honor completely vindicated, leaving myself in
the meantime the comfor.t that I am appealing to a superior who knows
the individual against whom I direct my just complaint, certain that
never will the aforesaid Alcalde prove to me the calumny which he has
employed in order to avenge his well-known and base passions.
·Santa Fe, June 30, 1827
Juan Geronimo Torres

Last Will and Testament
1. In the name of God all-powerful, Amen.
I, Don Juan Geronimo Torres, native of Belen and resident of
Sabinal, legitimate son of Juan Torres and of Dofia Rita Garcia, both
deceased, my deceased father a native of the city of Santa Fe and my
1.

rebolucionario.
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mother of Tome, finding myself by divine mercy sick in bed but in full
soundness of faculty, believing and communing, as I faithfully bow
and confess, the Mystery of the Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,
three persons, which although actually distinct have the same attributes
and are only one true God and one essence and being, and all other
of the mysteries and Sacraments which our Holy Mother the Apostolic
Roman Catholic Church believes and confesses, whose true faith and
creed I have lived, do live, and swear to live and die, as a faithful
Christian Catholic: taking as my intercessor the ever Virgin and Immaculate Queen of the Angels, the Most Holy Mary, Mother of God, and
Our Lady, of the Holy Guardian Angel, my custody; and that of my
name and devotion, and moreover of the Celestial Court, in order that
they may plead before our Lord and Redeemer Jesus, that by the
infinite virtues of his most precious life, suffering, and death he may
pardon all of my sins and take up my soul to enjoy his presence: fearful
of the death which is so natural and necessary for all human creatures,
so uncertain its time, for this to be prepared with a testamentary disposition of affairs when it arrives; to resolve with mature deliberation and
reflection all things pertaining to the unburdening of my conscience;
to avoid with clarity the doubts and disputes which without this could
be.stirred up after my death, and not to have at that hour some temporal care which might hinder my asking God with all earnestness the
remission which I hope of my sins: I procure, I make and I ord~r my
testament in the following manner; today the sixth of October in the
year of the Lord 1849.
Juan Geronimo Torres
First Article. I commit my soul to God our Lord, who created it from
nothing and I send my body to the earth of which it was formed, which,
become a corpse, I w:ant enshrouded with the habit of our Seraphic
Father Saint Francis and buried in the church of this village of
Sabinal, of which I am a parishioner.
Second Article. It is my wish that (if he may be present) the parish
priest Antonio Otero may minister at my interment, due to not having
a full number of the religious order of Our Father Saint Francis; and
my interment may be attended by persons who so desire.
Third Article. I request that on the day of my interment, there being
time, or if not, on the day immediately following, there may be performed a mass for my soul, with my body present, with deacon, vigil,
and responsary, alms being offered according to custom,
Fourth Article. I leave sixty pesos in order that masses may be offered
to the Holy Sacrament.
Fifth Article. I declare myself to have been married legitimately to
Dofia Maria Josefa Chavez, in which marriage we have procreated, and
we have as our legitimate children Don Juan, Don Pedro, Dofia Maria
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Rita, Dona Ana Maria and Dona Catalina Torres, all married and freed
from tutelage, for which he vouches.
Sixth Article. I name as my executors Don Vicente Pino and Don Juan
Torres and Don Pedro Torres, in order that they may take charge of
affairs under this testament or memorial.
Seventh Article. In ord~r to execute all the devout desires contained
in this will, and which this memorandum might contain, in case I should
leave' it, I name as my executors the above named, and by the same
request, that they may concur and to each in solidum,2 and upon them
I confer full power that they may immediately after I die take possession of my belongings to sell those most suitable and necessary in
public auction or otherwise and from the returns to execute this and,
pay all which may fall to their duty within the legal year, and the more
time that may be necessary, then it may be lengthened.
Article Eight. After the fulfillment and payment of all aforesaid, for
the remainder of my belongings, household goods, property rights and
grants present and future I establish as my sole and universal heirs
the aforesaid Don Juan, Don Pedro, Dona Maria Rita, Senora Ana
Maria and Dona Catalina Torres y Chavez, my five -children, and the
above mentioned Dona Maria Josefa Chavez, my wife, and any additional descendants of legiti~ate matrimony which I may have at the
time of my death, and they shall be my heirs, in order that they may
possess and obtain my goods by the order and degree, according to the
authority, and dispose of it, by the laws of this territory, with the
blessing of God and of myself.
Ninth Article. And for the present I revoke and annul all wills and
other testamentary dispositions which up to the present I havetprepared in writing, or orally, or in other form, in order that none may be
valid nor have judicial nor extra-judicial effect, except this said testament and memorial which I wish and request may be respected and
binding, and observed and executed in its full provisions as my last
deliberate wish; or in the way and form which it may have a better
position by law. Thus I procure and sign it in this village of San Antonio del Sabinal on the sixth of October of this year of the Lord
eighteen hundred forty nine, having as witnesses Mariano Silba, Jesus
Silba~ Santiago Frugio and Balentin Basques.

Inventory of Possessions
We the undersigned, in order to execute faithfully the last will
anq 'testament of the deceased Juan Geronimo Torres, and as executors
according to the title we obtain by ztomination of the abovesaid deceased, and as much by this as by the confirmation and authorization
which we have received from the F. c.s Prefect of Valencia County, Don
2.
3.

As one, or in unity.
Possibly it is an H. for HtmorabU,, rather than F. C.
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Manuel Antonio Otero, to whose jurisdiction this matter belongs, in
employment of the powers which the laws fully allow us, we prepare
(applying ourselves together by common consent) the following inventory or account, in order to carry out both our duty and the order
· of the Prefect, which thus is his authority meriting attention.
For his faithfulness and corresponding objectives,4 thus we sign
it, the three in accord, in this village of San Antonio del Sabinal, today, October 29, 1849.
1. Executor Vicente Pino
2. Executor Juan Torres
3. Executor Pedro Torres
By such authority is how the following is to be known:
Grants and possessions as established by documents in the house
9f the deceased, in Socorro and in La J oya de Sevilleta he has property
by title of purchase.
We declare faithfully he has a grant right in Belen, as also is
evident by the documents that he has there three hundred fourteen
yards5 from north to south and from east to west five hundred yards
of arable grain land.6 .
'
Houses in this place, Sabinal.
There is in the first place the house in which resides the family
of the deceased, which consists of nine rooms, its small court, with
its exterior and interior doors7 and its corresponding back-yard and
timber enclosure; an orchard well planted with trees, with its mudwall at its base, said orchard consists of three hundred vines bearing
grapes, twenty-six trees of peaches, all fruit-bearing, sixteen the same
of apples, one the same of quince, this and those of apples also fruitbearing.
In addition, three kettles, one large and two of medium size, six
silver dishes with their covers, a silver tankard, besides eleven pieces
of apparatus among which one is of elk hideS (equipped), three carts
and five plows, all with their respective supplies.
Besides the house noted above there are seven more in this same
village, in which are lodged the servants of this same deceased, who
altogether owe two-hundred seventy-nine pesos.
Moreover, charges by effective deeds and documents, one thousand
one hundred seventy-one pesos and two reals.
Lands
In this same town of Sabinal there is property from east to west
five hundred seventy two yards of land, from north to south three
hundred fourteen yards, all of arable grain land.
4.
5.
6.
7.
trance
8.

Y para. su constancia y finetJ eorrespondientes.
Varas, actually 33 inches each.
de pan Uevar.
aportalada por dentro !J fuera, apparently meaning double doors on the enthrough the house to the patio, for defense.
uno es de· anta.
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Animals

The animals consist of the following: eleven pair of oxen, fifty
eight head of cattle, fifteen yearling calves and eighteen new-born.
Besides, ten mares and the stallion, make eleven, and eighteen
goats.
Evaluation of Property
Grant Rights
Inventory of the belongings, cattle and furniture
of the deceased Juan Geronimo Torres of the County· of Valencia
2-Grant rights in Socorro and in Ia J oya, one in each
of these villages ........................................................... .
Houses
9-Rooms of house in Sabinal in which lives the family of the deceased, its value ..................................... . $ 300-0
1-Vineyard, consisting of three hundred vines ......... .
75-0
backyard and yard, its value ..................................... .
50-0
House Ware
3-Kettles, one large and two medium, their value ....
6-Silver dishes and their covers ....................................
1-Silver tankard, its value ..............................................
11-Pieces of apparatus, their value ................................
3-Carts, equipped ..............................................................
5--Plows, same ··························'·········································

50-0
42-0
5-0
5~0

24-0
2-0

Other Houses ·in Sabinal
7-Houses in which the peones live ................................
Debts of Each Servant
Jose Alderete ................................................................
Vicente Fajardo ..........................................................
Encarnacion Torres ......................................................
Fermin Gomes ..............................................................
Juan Jose Chaves····················································'·····
Manuel Barreras .................................. :....................... ,
Jose Sanchez ..................................................................
Cristoval Archuleta ......................................................

21-0
16-0
2-0
46-0,
63-0
51-0
6-0
24-0
9-4

Debts by Obligations
Gonalin Chavez owes obligation ................................ $ 146-0
Andres Montano ........................................................... .
217-0
Nestor Dolores Gallegos ............................................. .
262-0
Manuel Romero ........................................................... .
15-4
Jose Chaves y Noriega ............................................... .
749-2
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11-Pair of oxen, their value ------------------------------------·--------58-Cattle -----------------------------------------------------------------------------15-Yearling calves-------------------------------------------------------------18-Same, new-born -----------------------------------------------------------11-Mares, their value -------------------------------------------------------18-Goats, at one peso --------------------------------------------------------

$ 242-0
464-0
30-0
18-0
90-0
18-0
$3,127-6 [sic]9

Lands
In this village of Sabinal there are five hundred seventy-two yards
of land in length, which is from east to west; and in width three
hundred fourteen yards, which is from north to south; and in
Belen there are two hundred yards of land in length, and in width
one hundred fifty, of arable grain-land,lO or more of the grant as
provided by law.
We, Jesus Silva and Valentin Vasques as witnesses for this current
estimate, this inventory appearing legal to us, sign it today the
eighth of October, A.D. 1849 in Sabinal; but excuse any error or
omission.ll
Jesus Silva

Valentin Vasques
(To be continued)

9. The total is 8,048 pesos and 2 reals.
10. de pan Uevar.
11. ,.a, salvo hierro ti omicion.

Book Revi'ews
Tombstone's Epitaph. Douglas D. Martin. Albuquerque: the
University of New Mexico Press, 1951. Pp. xii, 272. $4.50.
The little Arizona town of Tombstone has come to be a
pretty big gun in the increasing Western salvo. And this is
largely justified. In a very brief space of time Tombstone
certainly corralled more than its share of what has come to
be known as colorful characters. It's gotten so big, in significance, as a matter of fact, that the name has taken on a
kind of generic symbolism. The slug, "The Town Too Tough
To Die," a press-agent's classic, has in a way become quite
true. Tombstone, which actually lived and died in a very few
years, has been reborn, with the help of some publicity-wise
citizens, and with a planned nostalgia, the place feasts on its
past, with as many invited (paying) guests as possible.
Now again and again writers have been intrigued into
attempting to recreate with their art the dubious glories of
the original inhabitants of Tombstone, and some good and
bad books have come out of it. It remained, however, for an
expatriated easterner to come along and realize that no one
needed to write the story of Tombstone, that Tombstone had
written its own story, and. well, when the noise of its- explosion was highest.
There was a newspaper published in Tombstone, started
by the ex-Indian agent John P. Clum, in 1880, called The
Ep~taph, for obvious reasons. And in this little newspaper,
which others carried on after Clum, daily the events were
recorded which have since provided grist for the book and
movie mill, recorded with none of the romance and faking
of hindsight and all of the clarity and immediacy of good
newspaper reporting and writing.
The existence of this newspaper has been known, of
course, to many writers, who have from time to time pored
through its yellowed files to find the facts for their fiction.
It was Douglas D. Martin, Pulitzer Prize winning former
managing editor of the Detroit Free Press and now head of
342
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journalism at the University of Arizona who realized that
the items in the paper, in their own way, were better than
any of the oat operas which were dreamed up from theni.
Using a judicious and impeccable editorial sense, he proceeded to abstract from the files of the paper its own account
of its own history. The result is a minor triumph.
For here, in this book, is the story of Tombstone as it
has never been presented, as it otherwise could never have
been presented. Clum and his successors had no manifest
sense of historic mission: they were just good newspapermen, intent on getting out a good sheet. We are the benefactors today, because we have the feeling, going through
this book, of peeping into the past, with no 20th Century
embroidering and an absence of Gary Cooper.
The bigstories are all here just as they broke-for instance the ruckus which involved the Earps, Doc Halliday,
et al, which has been gone over endlessly ever since in Technicolor-but, and this is more important, all the little stories
are here, the incidents too trivial to attract high-powered
fictioneers, which, relevant irrelevancies, make up the fiber
and breath and air of a community~
By a slow mosaic process the life of the town is recreated,
the church meetings, the parties, the social notes, the odds
and ends of daily occurrences, the laughs, the sorrows, the
drama, tlie ordinary. When you're finished you'll have lived
for a little while authentically in an interesting community,
oddly removed from and at the same time linked to the
hoopla. memories of today. This book is for a person who
wants to travel back in time. On· that basis, it is recom- ·
mended highly.
ELLIOTT ARNOLD

Arizona: The History of a Frontier State. Rufus K. Willys.
Phoenix: Hobson and Herr, 1950. Pp. xv, 408. Maps, ill .
. $6.00.
Dr. Willys, social studies head at State College at Tempe,
is long known as chief living authority on Arizona history.
Trained under Dr. H. E. Bolton at the l'Jniversity of Cali-
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fornia, he is author of books both on northern Mexico and
on Arizona.
Here in one medium-length volume, we have the full history of Arizona, complete and authentic, as entertaining as
it is informative. The book is similar in outline and organization to other best recent histories of single states. A brief
survey of plant and animal life, geography and topography,
precedes the historical account proper, which is part chronological and part topical. A clear account is given of prehistoric as well as later Indian life; of Spanish pioneers such
as Coronado, Onate and Kino-founder of the first mission
settlement near present Tucson; Anza and Garces. Not Arizona silver but beaver furs drew the first Anglo-Americans,
in the first third of the 1800's; such members of this reckless
breed of men as Carson, Williams, Pattie, Robidoux, Young,
St. Vrain, and Wolfskill.
A survey of Mexican missions and early incursions by
Americans forms a background for the story of conquest in
the Mexican war, stressing Kearny and the Mormon Battalion, and of minor skirmishes during the Civil War. Topical treatment is given to territorial origins, ·Apache Indian
Wars, .public lands and settlement, cattle and sheep ranching and irrigated agriculture, commerce and industry, politics since admission as the youngest and 48th state. For
thirty years Arizona has led all other states in copper production, less glamorous and romantic than gold and silver
mining of earlier days.
The book's value is increased by a dozen old photographs,
eight specially prepared maps, and an excellent.bibliography.
AUSTIN

University of Nevada

E.

HUTCHESON
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proclamations
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128
'
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85
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French, James A., 307
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·
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Kelly bond fraud, 312
Kenedy, Capt. Mifflin, 5
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Land grants, Arizona, 204 passim; management, 18 passim; sale ( 1819), 162; speculations (Arizona), 20; titles, Mexican, 23
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rev'd., 165
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La Tourrette, Capt. James A.M., 277
La Tourrette, Mary, 279
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Leonard, W. C., at Kingston, 93
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Llewellyn, W. H. H., 313
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Luna, Solomon, 193

Gadsden Purchase, 18-43
Garcia, Dofia Rita, 340
Garcia, Felix, 321
Garrett, Mrs. Pat, 15
Gates, C. W., cattleman, 216
Geography, Arizona, 204 passim
Goodnight, Mrs. Charles, 7
Gosper, J. J ., cattleman, 220
Government, see Governor's proclamations
Governor, annual reports, 66; messages of,
137ff; proclamations, 225, 325
Grant of Kingdom,· by Fergusson, rev' d.,
169
Grasshoppers (1868) , 157
Grazing Homestead Act (1916), 25
Green, Bill, teamster, 292
Hall, James A., 192
Haller, Col. G. 0., 277
Hanna, 'R. H., 307
Hansford, J. S., 21
Harness, stagecoach·, 98
Harvey, John N., cattleman, 210
Hastings, James K., "A Boy's Eye View of
the Old Southwest," 287-301
Haughton, Amanda (Mrs. W. E. Lindsey),
179
Havasupai, and Navaho, 107
Hawkins, W. A., 307
Heaton, S. E., cattleman, 223
Hervey, J. M., attorney, 188, 322
Heyman, Max L. ~Jr., "On the Navaho
Trail: the Campaign of 1860-61," 44-63
Hillsboro, founded 1877, 98
History, see Governor's proclamations
Holidays, see 'Governor's proclamations
Hallenbeck, Cleve, Land of. the Conquistadores, rev'd. by Walter, 165
Homestead Act (1862), 18; (1909), 25;
grazing (1916), 25
Hooker, E. R."cattleman, 33
Hooker, H. E., cattleman, 205, 212
Hopi and Navaho, 113
Hospitals, reports of, 143ff
Huff, J. Wesley, "A Coronado Episode,"
119-127 ; death, 148

McAllister, Dan, "Old Settlers in Otero
County," 128-136
McAllister, R. L. D., 316
McDonald, W. C., 191
McKibben, Davidson B., rev. of Revista 11<teramericana de Bibliografia, 172
McLaws, Capt Lafayette, 48
McPherson, D. A., 307
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Mabry, J. C., quoted, 185
Machuca, Bernardo Vargas, 203
MacNeil, D. A., cattleman, 215
Magoffin, Susan, 14
Mann, Pamelia, 14
Manning, Mrs. Eugene, 15
Map, Lake Valley to Kingston stage line,
91 ; of Santa Fe Trail, See Kenyon Riddle
Martin, Douglas D., Tombsto716's Epitaph,
rev'd. by Arnold, 346
Massie, James A., 306
Maurigade, Saez, 198
Maury, Capt. D. H., 45
Maxwell, Lucien, 152
Medicine, frontier, 13
Merchandise prices ( 1819), 161
Mesa, Cristobal de, 202
·
Mexican land titles, 23
Mexico Duri'TfU the War with the United
States, by Jose Fernando Ramirez, rev•d.,
173

INDEX
Military (1819). 159; see Governor's proclamations
Militia (1819), 159
Ming, Dan, cattleman, 214
Mining, 92 note; method, 288, 293; near
Silver City, 287 pa.•sim
Missionary work~ See Ramon Ortiz
Missions among Navaho, llOf
Mister, Fred W., 92
Mizner, Col. Henry R., 277
Montgomery, John, cattleman, 213
Montoya, Juan Martinez de (1607), 197
Montoya, Martinez (1600's), 198
Moore, F. L., 215
Mormons, 211
Muller, Capt. Fritz, 261 note, 264
Murphey, Dan, cattleman, 211
Names of citizens (1819). 158
N a tiona] fDrests in Arizona, 33
National Guard, 262, 304
Navaho culture (1780), 115; document, 148;
during Spanish regime, 101 ; mission
(1749), llOf; origin, 103; origin of name,
838 ; resources ( 1786), 114 ; sex beliefs,
248; society, 52 passim; treaty ( 1861),
57; war (1860), see Heyman, Max L. Jr.
New Mexican citizens ( 1846), 69ft' .
New Mexico: constitution, 191 ; National
Guard, 262, 304; ranches, Sf; in World
War I, 304 passim
Nolan, Jerry, 886
Official reports of N. M., 143
Officials (1819), 158
Ogle, R. H., rev., Porter, Ruo:tcm of the
Rockies, 83
"Ofiate, Cristobal de," by Rey, 197-203
Orchard, L. W., at Kingston, 92
Otero, Manuel Antonio, 343
Otero, Miguel A., 262
Otero, Sabino, 19
Outlaws, 262
Owens, M. Lilliana, JetJU.it Beginfl..ings in
New Mexico, rev'd. by Reeve, 86

Pancoast, Chalmers Lowell, reminiscence,
336
Papago Indians, 40f
Peonage, 344
Perrigo, Prof. Lynn I., see documents
Pierce, Shanghai, 7
Pi no, Vicente, 342
Plow, 287
·
Plummer, Gen. E. H., 286
Poe, Sophie, 2
Poisonous desert flora, 39
Political officials ( 1819), 158; reform, 302
Politics, see Governor's proclamations
Pollard, A. W., 320
Portales Irrigation Co., 183 ; Townsite Co.,
180
Porter, Clyde and Mae Reed, Ruo:ton of the
Rockies, rev'd. by Ogle, 83
Prentice, Royal A., "The Rough Riders!"
261-276
Price list ( 1819), 161
Prohibition, 189
Public domain, 18 passim
Putney, R. E., 307
Rae!, Juan B., The New Meo:ican Alabado, rev'd. by Robb, 250
Rafter, Jim, 96
Railroad, Lake Valley, 91 note; and cattle,
214
Ramirez, Jose Fernando, Me~ico During the
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War with the ·United States, rev'd. by
Rippy, 173
Ranch architecture, 3ft'; diet, llff ; life, lff
Range cattle industry, 18 passim
_.Range, Home on the," by Tressman, 1-17
Reay, William J ., stagecoach, 89 note and
passim
Reeve, F. D., rev., Owens, Jesuit Beginnings in New Me~ico, 86
Regents, reports of, 143ft'
Reid, R. C., 307
Reiter, Paul, rev., Stubbs, Bird's-Eye View
of the Pueblos, 167
Reservation, Papago, 40f
Revista Interamericana de Bibliografia ••• ,
rev'd. by McKibben, 172
Rey, Agapito, "CristObal de Ofiate," 197203
Rhodes, Gene Manlove, quoted, 15
Rhodes, May D. (Mrs. Gene Manlove), 15
Richardson, Frank, 96
Richardson, G. A., 193
Riggs, Brannick, cattleman, 212
Rippy, J. Fred, rev., Jose Fernando Ramirez, Meo:ico During the War with the
United States, 173
Roberts, Dr. Frank H. H., quoted, 185
Roberts, J. W., cattleman, 221
Robb, J. D., rev., Rae!, The New Mexican
Alabado, 250
Rolland, Frank, 134
Roosevelt County created, 187
Roosevelt, Col. Theodore, 267
Ross, Calvin, ed., Lieutenant E~or11 Reports, rev'd. by Wyllys, 255
Roualt, Theodore, 318
Rough Riders, 261
Ruo:ton of the Rockies, by Clyde and Mae
Reed Porter, rev'd., 88
Sabinal, residents of ( 1850), 844
Safford, Gov. A. K. P., 19, 205
SahagUn, Fray Bernadino de, Floren.tifte
Codeo:, rev'd. by Thompson, 85
St. Vincent Spring, 296
Sanford, Don A., cattleman, 19, 207
San Rafael del Valle land grant, 24
Santa Fe Trail, 242
Scheever, Jacob, 215
Scholes, Walter V., ed., Jose Fernando Ramirez, Meo:ico During the War with. the
United States, rev'd. by Rippy, 173
School lands, Arizona, 28
Sheep-cattle conflict, 22
Shelton, Wilma Loy, "Checklist of New
Mexico Publications," 64-67, 137-147, 225241, 325-335
Shoemaker, Capt. W. R., 278
Sibley, Maj. H. H., 49
Sierra Bonita Land and Cattle Co., partners in, 218
Silver City, settlements nearby, 291
SimPson, Lieut.-Col. M. D. F., 204
Slaughter, John H., 211
Sledge, John Brown, 180
Smith, Marcus A., Arizona terr. delegate,
34
Sail· erosion, 207 passim
Soldiers, names of ( 1819), 158
1
Sonnichsen, C. L., Cowboys and Cattle
Kings, rev'd. by Foster, 171
Southwest, Boy's View of, 287
Spanish-American War, 261
Speculation, land, 20
Spiess, Charles, 322
Springer, Charles, 307
S. S. Yucatan, 272
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Stagecoach, 89, 288; description, 94
Staging in New Mexico, 89
State Council of Defense (1917), 315
State of New Mexico v. William G. Kelly,
312
'
.
Stock Raiser's Association, Arizona, 220
Stone, Mrs. J. P., 187
Stotsenburg, Lieut J. M., 279
Stuart, Frank (of El Paso), 128
Stubbs, Stanley A., Bird's-Eye View of the
Pueblos, rev' d. by Reiter, 167
Style, western clothing, 12.
Sullivan, Neal, 96
Sully, John, 306
Surveyor-General, 2.3fl'
Sutherland, Samuel Henry, 12.8
Taiban, town, 181
Taxation, 194, 312
Taylor Grazing Act, 26
Tellez. Joaquin, cattleman, 209
Territorial days, see Dan McAllister ;
Guard, 336 ; reports, 143fl' ; Stock Raiser's Association 1878 (Arizona), 220
Texas boundary suit, 318f; land law, 214;
ranches, 5f
Thompson, J. Eric S., rev., SahagUn,
Florentine Codex, 85
Timber and Culture Act 1873, 18
Tithing, 244f
Toledo, Luis Tribaldos de, 202
Tombstone Land and Cattle Co., partners
in, 219
Tombstone's Epitaph, by Martin, rev'd., 346
Torres, Juan Geronimo, documents, 158,
341, 339
Transportation costs, Territorial, 289
Treaty, Navaho (1861), 57; Gadsden, 23
Tressman, Ruth, "Home on the Range,"
1-17
Troncoso, Vicente, soldier (1780), 115
Turner, Tom, cattleman, 216

Ute and Navaho, 109; warfare (1860), 50
Vail, Edward L., 210
Vail, Walter L., cattleman, 210
Vasques, Jesus Silva, 345
Vasques, Valentin, 345
Veeder, Elmer, 317
Veterans Service Commission, publications,
66
Wagoner, J. J., "Development of the Cattle
Industry in Southern Arizona, 1870's and
80's," 204-224
Wagoner, J. J., "The Gadsden Purchase
Lands," 18-43
Wallace, William Swilling, "Short-Line
Staging in New Mexico," 89-100
.
Walter, Paul A. F., rev., Hallenbeck, Land
of the Conquistadores, 165
War, see Governor's proclamations; Spanish-American" 261; with Mexico; documents, 69f
Watts, F. H., cattleman, 215
White Caps (outlaws), 262
Whitham, Zavia, 95
Whitman, Narcissa, 14
Whittemore, Maj. Edward W., 277
Wilcox, Jack, 322
Woman's suffrage, 195, 314
Women's Rights, 16
Women in the West, 1fl'
Worcester, Donald E., "The Navaho During the Spanish Regime in New Mexico,"
101-118
Works Progress Administration publications, 64f
.
World War I, New Mexico, 304 passim
Wright, Sergeant Hugh B., 2.63
Wyllys, Rufus K., Arizona :• The History of
a Frontier State, rev'd. by Hutcheson,
347; rev., Emory Reports, ed., Ross, 2.56
Wynn, Dudley, rev., Fergusson, Grant of
Kingdom, 169
·
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